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Abstract
Topological graph theory is a field of geometric topology. The mathematical objects of interest
are embeddings of graphs in 3-space f : G Ñ G Ă R3. The image G is a so called spatial
graphs. A spatial graph can be seen as a generalised knot. In addition to the resulting richer
structure, questions about spatial graphs can also be motivated from other natural sciences. In
particular, there are many applications to chemistry since molecules can be modelled as graphs
embedded in R3.
This text consists of two parts. Both cover pure mathematical problems which are motivated
by questions from synthetic chemistry. The aim is to find materials with new chemical/physical
properties. The structural richness of entangled, catenated and knotted structures has long been
a target for synthetic chemistry.
The first part investigates the behaviour of entanglements in spatial graphs that are not caused
by knotted or linked subgraphs with respect to the surfaces the spatial graphs embed in. We show
that all nontrivial embeddings of abstractly planar graphs on the torus contain either a nontrivial
knot or a nonsplit link. It follows that ravels do not embed on the torus which was conjectured by
Castle, Evans and Hyde in 2008. Our results provide general insight into properties of molecules
that are synthesised on a torus.
The second part predicts the topologically possible braided structures of 1-dimensional coor-
dination polymers. Given the common way of synthesising via self-assembly, these coordination
polymers can be modelled by pure braids with n rigidly congruent strands up to chirality. We
discuss the properties and symmetries of 1-dimensional coordination polymers with up to five
strands. This project is part of a collaboration with Prof D. M. Proserpio, Dr I. A. Baburin and
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Topological graph theory is a field of geometric topology. It is the study of embedding graphs
in 3-space. A graph embedding is an embedding f : G Ñ S 3 of a graph G in S 3 up to ambient
isotopy and the corresponding spatial graph G is the image of this embedding. All considered
graphs are undirected finite graphs and we will work in the piecewise linear category.
Knot theory can be considered as the special case of topological graph theory which is re-
stricted to embeddings of graphs that are homeomorphic to S 1. While it is intuitively clear
when a circle is unknotted, there are several different concepts of ‘knotted spatial graphs’. They
can be thought of as generalisations of different ways to define the unknot to entanglements in
graphs. Although the concepts are equivalent for embeddings of S 1, they correspond to different
concepts for embeddings of graphs.
Topological graph theory has applications in science. The interaction between mathematical
topology, in particular topological graph theory, and the investigation of chemical structures is
a rich area. The questions answered in this text are motivated by stereochemistry which is the
study of 3-dimensional structures of molecules.
Spatial graphs can model molecules. For example, embeddings of bonding graphs correspond
to spatial graphs. Also, the ligands of a coordination polymer correspond to edges of a spatial
graph and the coordination entities correspond to its vertices. Results about spatial graphs di-
rectly translate to information about the configuration of molecules. In particular, if entangled
chemical structures like knots, links, braids and ravels are present, topological graph theory can
be an appropriate framework ([1], [2], [11], [23], [24], [25], [48] and the references therein).
Knot theoretical methods can predict, or give constraints on, the possible entanglements and
related properties like chirality of chemical structures.
As molecules with non-standard topological structure often have unusual chemical properties,
synthetic organic chemists have designed new structures that include entanglements (e.g. [3]
[10], [19], [20], [22], [32], [39], [42], [43], [51], [52], [59]). Furthermore, crystal engineers have
produced coordination networks that contain knots and links [11]. Many 3-dimensional, several
2-dimensional and some 1-dimensional entangled coordination polymers have been reported by
experimentalists [4], [9], [11].
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Chapter 1 discusses the relations between the different properties that might be taken as def-
initions for an ‘unknotted’ spatial graph. This section contains definitions and notions used in
this text. One of the discussed properties is minimal knottedness. Embeddings with this prop-
erty describe the ‘purest’ nontrivial spatial graphs that do not contain knots or nonsplit links. A
trivial spatial graph is an embedding on the sphere S 2 (equivalently on the plane R2).
Closely related are ravels which can be described by nontrivial embeddings of θn-graphs that
contain no nontrivially knotted subgraph [21]. The θn-graph consists of two vertices that are
joined by n edges; it cannot contain links. These graphs have generated some interest among
topologists. Kinoshita [30] gave the first example of a minimally knotted θ3-graph (see Fig-
ure 1.5) which Suzuki [55] generalised to give examples of minimally knotted θn-graphs for all
n ě 3. The concept of ravels has been introduced to chemistry by Castle, Evans and Hyde [14]
as local entanglements that are not caused by knots or links and therefore are not detectable by
cycle analysis which is implemented in crystallographic software packages such as TOPOS [8].
Ravels may lead to new topological structures in extended molecular frameworks with flexible
polymeric links, such as metal organic frameworks. A ravel in a molecule has been synthesised
by Lindoy et al [32].
Chapter 2 is dedicated to abstractly planar spatial graphs that do not contain any nontrivial
knots or links and their embeddability on surfaces. An abstractly planar graph is an abstract
graph that has a trivial embedding. Previous research has been undertaken particularly on min-
imally knotted spatial graphs: The first example of a minimally knotted spatial graph was an
embedding of a handcuff graph given by Suzuki [54]. Kawauchi [29], Wu [61] and Inaba and
Soma [26] showed that every abstractly planar graph without free edges or isolated vertices
has a minimally knotted embedding. Ozawa and Tsutsumi [41] proved that minimally knotted
embeddings of abstractly planar graphs are totally knotted.
Many molecules have a corresponding abstractly planar graph and usually embed on a sphere.
We are interested in molecules with a corresponding abstractly planar graph which are flexible
enough to be realised in different (i.e., nontrivial) forms in 3-space, in particular as knotted
molecules. Examples of such flexible molecules are carcerands or molecules that are built from
DNA strands. The next more topologically complex surface in R3 after the sphere is the torus,
and embeddings on the standard torus can be nontrivially knotted and linked. Therefore it is
reasonable to investigate how molecules with abstractly planar underlying graph can embed on
the torus. Castle, Evans and Hyde [15] conjectured the following:
Conjecture 0.1 (Castle, Evans and Hyde [15]). All nontrivial embeddings of abstractly planar
graphs on the torus include a nontrivial knot or a nonsplit link.
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Chapter 2, Section 2.1 gives a proof of Conjecture 0.1 building on theorems by Scharlemann,
Thompson and Ozawa, Tsutsumi by the following theorem:
Theorem 0.2 (Knots and links existence [6], [7]). Let G be an abstractly planar graph and
f : G Ñ S 3 be an embedding of G with image G. If G is contained in a torus T 2 and contains
neither a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link, then f is trivial.
As consequence, we obtain that ravels do not embed on the torus.
Corollary 0.3 (Ravels do not embed on the torus [6]). Every nontrivial embedding of θn-graphs
on the torus contains a nontrivial knot.
The contents of this section can be found as published version in [6].
In Chapter 2, Section 2.2, a different proof of Theorem 0.2 is presented that gives explicit
ambient isotopies from spatial graphs which fulfil the assumptions of Theorem 0.2 into the
plane R2. Although this proof is less elegant compared to the first proof, it provides a better
intuition of embeddings of graphs on the torus. Chapter 2, Section 2.3 gives an alternative proof
of Theorem 0.2 that combines the ambient isotopy with an argument relying on a theorem of
Wu. These two proofs are published in [7].
Finally, Chapter 2, Section 2.4 shows that all assumptions made in Theorem 0.2 are necessary
(published in [6]).
The research described in Chapter 3 predicts the topologically possible braided structures of
1-dimensional coordination polymers. Coordination polymers can be thought of as polymers
that consist of metal cation centers that are linked by organic ligands. It is part of a collaboration
with the theoretical chemists Prof Davide M. Proserpio (University of Milan and Samara State
University, Italy and Russia), Dr Igor A. Baburin (Technical University Dresden, Germany) and
with Dr F. Din-Houn Lau (Imperial College London, United Kingdom).
Knot theoretical methods can predict – respectively give constrains on – entanglement modes
of coordination polymers under chemically motivated assumptions. While single molecules are
considered in the previous chapter, the focus here is on understanding topological constraints
and possibilities to form new braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers. Entanglements in
the structure of a crystal often cause new chemical and physical properties of the material.
The entanglements are divided into two classes: Euclidian and topological entanglements (for
a detailed discussion and many examples, see the review [11]). Euclidean entanglements are
geometrically trapped structures that topologically can be resolved. Examples are polythreaded
systems. These networks can be considered as extended periodic analogues of molecular rotax-
anes or pseudo-rotaxanes. Topological entanglements are topologically trapped. Typical exam-
ples are networks that contain nonsplit links, usually Hopf links. Such polycatenated structures
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consist of several connected substructures that constitute the bigger network by forming nontriv-
ial links between the components. Related are Borromean entanglements in which the different
connected components of a network are hold together by Borromean links. Self-catenation oc-
curs in a single connected component that contains nonsplit links (or, less important, nontrivial
knots). A dimension (1, 2 or 3 dimensions) is assigned to every network, giving the number of
infinite (linearly independent) directions the networks extends to. While many 3-dimensional
and several 2-dimensional structures with entanglements have been reported by experimental-
ists (the Cambridge structural database listed 965 interpenetrated metal-organic and inorganic
3-dimensional networks in 2009 [4], [9]), comparably few 1-dimensional coordination polymers
are known.
Very simple and common building blocks of coordination polymers are polymeric chains.
These chains, 1-dimensional themselves, assemble of metal centers and spacer ligands. Usually,
the polymeric chains are packed parallel to each other which is structurally not interesting. But
if they are interwoven, new entangled networks occur. The resulting structures can be 1-, 2-, or
3-dimensional.
We are interested in 1-dimensional coordination polymers that are formed out of nontivially
braided (i.e., non-parallel) polymeric chains. For braids with two strands, there is only one
braided structure: It is the double helix which as coordination polymer has first been observed
in 1983 [18]. Other realisations of the double helix as described in [12] have been given more
recently (see review [11]). For braids with three strands, we show that only the triple helix and
the braid whose closure is the Borromean link can occur. Both structures have been reported
by experimentalists. Different molecules in the form of triple helices can be found in [47] and
[63]. Further realisations are cited in review [11]. The first 3-stranded coordination polymer
that has the structure of the braid whose closure is the Borromean link was given in 2005 [34].
Other realisations of the same braid were synthesised in 2006 and 2011 by the same group
(review [62]). With respect to our chemically motivated assumptions, thirteen different braids
can theoretically occur in structures with four strands and braid with five strands can take six
different structures. Beside the 2- and 3-strand helices, 4-, 5-, and 7-strand helices can be found
in the structural databases ([33], [17], [36]). Helices are by far the most common observed
1-dimensional nontrivial structures of coordination polymers. From the other 1-dimensional
braided coordination polymers that are mathematically possible, one molecular braid with five
chains has been synthesised as substructural braid of a 3-dimensional entanglement in 2012 [62].
Chapter 3, Section 3.1 presents an algorithm to generate all mathematical possible structures
of braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers that consist of n chains. Section 3.1.1 contains
preparations, the outline of the algorithm and an example illustrating it. A pseudo-code of the
algorithm is given in Section 3.1.2. Given the common way of synthesising via self-assembly,
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it is assumed that the braids consist of n chains that are identical (up to chirality and rigid trans-
lations or rotations in R3). Therefore, these coordination polymers can be modelled by periodic
infinite mathematical braids with n rigid congruent strands up to chirality, whose periodic units
close to n-component links (i.e., pure braids). The algorithm has been implemented and the lists
for braids with minimal crossing number in the repeating unit and up to n “ 7 strands have been
generated. For small strand numbers, some higher crossing number results have been calculated
in addition.
The results are presented and discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. All known real structures
are predicted by the algorithm. Section 3.2.2 describes the symmetries of the predicted braids.
Finally, Section 3.2.3 contains sets of coordinates that are readable with the program TOPOS [8]
for the braids with up to five strands.
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1 Notions of entanglements in spatial
graphs
A natural question in topological graph theory is to generalise the theory of knots to spatial
graphs. In particular to find properties of spatial graphs that correspond to those of knots and
links. This chapter introduces some properties of spatial graphs that are related to entanglements.
As in knot theory, it is crucial to know whether a spatial graph is entangled or not. But while there
is only one concept of a knot, there is not one single concept of a ‘knotted’ spatial graph. Instead,
there exist different properties of spatial graphs which are not equivalent and can be viewed as
generalisations of different (equivalent) definitions of the unknot. For example, the unknot is the
only knot that is embeddable on S 2. It is also the only knot that bounds an immersed disc in
its complement. But not all graphs whose all cycles bound immersed disc in the complement of
the graph are embeddable in S 2. Following, definitions of different concepts of entanglements
in spatial graphs and the relations between them are presented. The definitions are organised
in sections to make it easier to find them. However, the reader shall be aware that the relations
between a property and a second property that is defined afterwards will be found in the latter
section. All examples are summarised at the end of the section and a tabular illustrating the
implications between any pair of properties is given.
1.1 Graphs and spatial graphs
Definition 1.1. An (abstract) graph G is a set of vertices together with edges between those
vertices.
Definition 1.2. A spatial graph G is the image of an embedding of a graph G into 3-space up to
ambient isotopy.
In general, any 3-manifold can be chosen and it is possible to work in different categories;
embeddings can also be considered up to cobordancy, isotopy, (weak) homotopy, (Z2) homology,
I-equivalence (the different categories are compared in [56]). In this text, all considered graphs
are undirected finite graphs in the piecewise linear category. Multigraphs are permitted unless
otherwise stated. They are imbedded in R3 or S 3.
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Example 1.3. G “ tv1, v2, v3, v1v2, v1v3, v2v3u and two embeddings of it are shown in Figure 1.1.
v1





G “ tv1, v2, v3, v1v2, v1v3, v2v3u
Figure 1.1: Two different embeddings of the graph G.
A very important and basic definition is the following:
Definition 1.4. A cycle is a simple closed path in a graph or in a spatial graph.
Properties of spatial graphs can be divided into intrinsic or abstract and extrinsic proper-
ties: Intrinsic properties do not depend on the embedding but on the underlying abstract graph
only. Whereas extrinsic properties depend on the embedding. The difference can be seen in
the following two definitions: Definition 1.5 gives an extrinsic property and Definition1.6 the
corresponding intrinsic one.
1.2 Triviality and planarity
Definition 1.5. A spatial graph gpGq “ G is trivial if G Ă R2. An embedding g : G Ñ R3 is
trivial if f pGq Ă R2.
Very unfortunately, the terminology used in topological graph theory is often not fixed. Trivial
spatial graphs are also called flat, plane or planar in the literature.
From now on, definitions will only be given for spatial graphs - the corresponding definitions
for embeddings are always just analogous as is the definition above.
Definition 1.6. A graph G is abstractly planar if there exists a trivial embedding of G.
Example 1.7. The graph G in Figure 1.1 is abstractly planar since there exists a trivial embedding
of G, namely g1pGq Ă R2. By contrast, g2pGq 1 R2 is not trivial.
A very useful description of abstract planarity by forbidden minors is given in Theorem 1.11.
The following definitions allow to state the theorem but are important in their own as they allow
to investigate graphs by considering related smaller graphs.
Definition 1.8. H is a minor of G if a subdivision of H is isomorphic to a subgraph of G.
A spatial graph G1 is a minor of a spatial graph G if G1 is obtained from G by a deletion and
contraction of edges.
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Contraction along an edge e of a spatial graph G means shrinking e to a point while keeping the
edges that are attached to the endpoints of e attached. Contraction of an edge is only defined if
the edge is not a loop. The resulting minor is denoted by G{e. The contraction of a subgraph G1
of G is denoted by G{G1. Deletion of an edge is denoted by G´ e. The contraction and deletion
of an edge is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
G´ eG G{e
e
Figure 1.2: Deletion and contraction of the edge e.
Remark 1.9. Let G be embedded on a surface. It is then possible to perform any contraction
of edges of G inside the surface. Consequently, every minor of G is embedded on the surface
as well.
Definition 1.10. A graph is bipartite if its vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets S 1
and S 2 such that every edge of the graph has one endpoint in S 1 and the other endpoint
in S 2. A complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph with an edge between any pair of ver-
tices pvi, v jq, vi P S 1, v j P S 2. The complete bipartite graph with 2n vertices is denoted by Kn,n.
A complete graph with n vertices Kn is the graph consisting of n vertices and one edge for each
pair of vertices. K3,3 and K5 are illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Theorem 1.11 (Kuratowski [31]). G is abstractly planar if and only if G does neither contain











Figure 1.3: Neither the complete bipartite graph K3,3 nor the complete graph K5 is abstractly
planar.
Another criterion for abstract planarity is given by Tutte in terms of the ‘conflict graph’ that
is assigned to an abstract graph.
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Definition 1.12. Let C be a cycle in a graph G. The connected components fi of the graph GzC
are called fragments of G with respect to C and two fragments fi and f j conflict if at least one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
• There exist three points on C to which both components fi and f j are attached to.
• There exist four interlaced points v1, v2, v3, v4 on C in cyclic order so that fi is attached to
C at v1 and v3 and f j is attached to C at v2 and v4.
The conflict graph of a cycle C in a graph G is constructed by introducing a vertex ui for every
fragment fi of G with respect to C and adding an edge between the vertices ui and u j if and only









Figure 1.4: The abstract graph on the left side is abstractly planar. It has a bipartite conflict graph
which is shown on the right.
Theorem 1.13 (Tutte [58]). A graph G is abstractly planar if and only if the conflict graph of
every cycle in G is bipartite.
1.3 Containing knots and links, embeddability on surfaces
The description of ‘knottedness’ and ‘linkedness’ of a spatial graph by considering cycles of the
graph is probably the most obvious one:
Definition 1.14. If a spatial graph G contains a cycle (several cycles) that forms a nontrivial
knot (nonsplit link), we say that G contains a nontrivial knot (nonsplit link). This property
has usually no particular name although it has been called knotless (respectively linkless) or
knotfree (respectively linkfree) in the literature.
If G contains neither a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link it does not follow that G is trivial as
the embeddings of of K3,3 and K5 in Figure 1.3 illustrate. But even for abstractly planar graphs
the statement is not true:
There are abstractly planar graphs that have nontrivial embeddings that neither contain a non-
trivial knot nor a nonsplit link as the following example illustrates.
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Example 1.15. Kinoshita’s θ-curve (Figure1.5) is a nontrivial embedding of the abstractly planar
graph that consists of two vertices joint by three edges which does neither contain a nontrivial
knot nor a nonsplit link.
Kinoshita’s θ-curve is an embedding of the θ3-graph. Thel θn-graphs are defined below:
Definition 1.16. The θn-graph is the abstract graph that consist of two vertices and n edges
between the two vertices.
The concepts of triviality and abstract planarity can be generalised to determine the com-
plexity of a knot or a spatial graph by considering higher genus surfaces. The complexity of
an abstract graph G is commonly described by its genus range where the minimal genus is the
smallest genus of a closed connected orientable surface in which G can be embedded without
self-intersections and the maximal genus is the highest genus of a closed connected orientable
surface Σ in which the spatial graph embeds without self-intersections so that each component of
Σ´ G is homeomorphic to an open disc. For a given spatial graph G, the maximal and minimal
genus could analogously be given but the minimal genus is more interesting as a complexity
measurement of the embedding and is the only considered of the two.
The following consequence of Theorem 0.2 which is given in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1 and Sec-
tion 2.2 relates abstract planarity, triviality and the existence of knotted or linked cycles to the
embeddability on the torus:
Remark 1.17. Let G be an abstractly planar nontrivial spatial graph that contains neither a non-
trivial knot nor a nonsplit link. Then the minimal genus of G is strictly greater than one.
This can be restated as: On the torus exist no nontrivial embeddings of abstractly planar graphs
that neither contain a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link.
Example 1.18. Kinoshita’s θ-curve fulfils the assumptions of Remark 1.17. Therefore it does not
embed on the torus. The minimal genus of Kinoshita’s θ-curve is two as illustrated in Figure 1.5.
» » »
Figure 1.5: Kinoshita’s θ-curve. Kinoshita’s θ-curve can be embedded on the closed connected
surface of genus two. This is its minimal genus since it does not embed on the torus
by Remark 1.17.
A property related to this kind of entanglements is minimal knottedness.
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1.4 Minimal knottedness
Definition 1.19. G is minimally knotted if G is nontrivial but for every edge e Ă G, G ´ e is
trivial.
Remark 1.20. It follows directly from the definition that a minimally knotted spatial graph has
no proper subgraph that contains a nontrivial knot or a nonsplit link.
Example 1.21. The embeddings of K3,3 and K5 in Figure 1.3 are minimally knotted as is Ki-
noshita’s θ-curve in Figure 1.5.
By definition, a graph that has an isolated vertex or an edge with an endpoint that only belongs
to that edge, has no minimally knotted embedding.
Theorem 1.22 (Kawauchi [29], Wu [61], Inaba, Soma [26]). An abstractly planar graph has a
minimally knotted embedding if and only if it has neither free edges nor isolated vertices.
1.5 Ravels
Closely related to minimal knottedness are ‘ravels’ which are a local entanglement notion used
in chemistry that has been introduced by Castle, Evans and Hyde [14]. Ravels are further inves-
tigated in [13]. A mathematical definition using θn-graphs (Definition 1.16) is the following:
Definition 1.23 (Farkas, Flapan, Sullivan [21]). Let B be a ball containing a spatial graph G
consisting of a vertex with n edges whose second vertices lie in BB. Let Γ denote the graph
obtained by bringing these n vertices together within BB. If Γ is a θn-graph which is nontrivial
but contains no nontrivial knots, then the pair pB,Gq is said to be an n-ravel and the embedded
graph Γ is said to be ravelled.
Example 1.24. Kinoshita’s θ-curve is ravelled (Figure 1.6).
Remark 1.25. By Definition 1.23, a ravelled θn-graph can be obtained from a ravel. Conversely,
any ravel can be constructed from a raveled θn-graph in S 3 by removing a sphere in a small
neighbourhood around one of the vertices (Figure 1.6,a-b).
Every minimally knotted θn-graph is ravelled. But not every ravel is minimally knotted. For
example, take a minimally knotted θn-graph Γ with vertices v1, v2 and add an edge ei parallel to
an existing edge e j, i.e., ei and e j bound a disc in the complement of Γ. Alternatively, add an
edge ek between the vertices of Γ such that there exists a 2-sphere S 2 s.t. S 2 X Γ “ tv1, v2u that
bounds a ballB s.t. B X pΓY ekq “ Γ (Figure 1.6,c).
Alike every nontrivial embedding of an abstractly planar graph, a ravel contains a minimally
knotted spatial graph. To see this, let G be a nontrivial embedding of an abstractly planar graph.
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If there exists an edge e, s.t. G´e is nontrivial, remove the edge. After removing all such edges,
the remaining spatial graph is still nontrivial, abstractly planar and minimally knotted since no





Figure 1.6: (a) Kinoshita’s θ-curve is ravelled. The corresponding ravel is drawn in (b).
Not every ravel is minimally knotted as illustrated in (c).
1.6 Intrinsical knottedness, intrinsical linkedness
Two well studied intrinsic entanglement properties of spatial graphs are intrinsical knottedness
and intrinsical linkedness which are the abstract properties analogue to containing a nontrivial
knot or a nonsplit link.
Definition 1.26. A graph G is intrinsically knotted (linked), if every embedding g : G Ñ R3
contains a nontrivial knot (a nonsplit link). A spatial graph G is intrinsically knotted if the
underlying abstract graph is.













Figure 1.7: K7 is intrinsically knotted: every embedding of K7 contains a nontrivial knot.
1.7 Panelledness
One definition of the unknot is that it is the only knot that bounds a properly embedded disc in
its complement. The corresponding property of spatial graphs is the following:
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Definition 1.28. A spatial graph G is panelled if every cycle c in G bounds a properly embedded
disc that is internally disjoint from G. I.e., @c P G DDprop.emb. : pBD “ cq ^ pD˚X G “ Hq.
Again, the notion is not fixed: panelled spatial graphs are also called flat or trivial in the
literature. Note that Definition 1.28 does not require that the interiors of the discs bounded by
the cycles of the graph are disjoint.
Example 1.29. Every trivial spatial graph is panelled (Figure 1.8).
C1
C2
Figure 1.8: Every trivial spatial graph is panelled; every cycle bounds an embedded disc with
interior disjoint from the spatial graph. The discs bounded by cycle C1 and C2 are
shown shaded in the right drawing.
Example 1.30. At the beginning of this chapter it was stated that not all graphs whose all cycles
bound immersed discs in the complement of the spatial graph, are embeddable in S 2. Now this
can be formulated as follows: There exist panelled spatial graphs that are not abstractly planar.
The embeddings of K3,3 and K5 given in Figure 1.3 are examples.
The following theorem relates panelledness and intrinsic linkedness. It also determines the
set of forbidden minors for intrinsic linkedness which is the Petersen family.
Theorem 1.31 (Robertson, Seymour and Thomas [44]). The following are equivalent:
(i) G is not intrinsically linked
(ii) G has no minor in the Petersen family (Figure 1.9)
(iii) G has a panelled embedding.
K6
Figure 1.9: The Petersen family includes K6. The family can be obtained by performing se-
quences of so called ∆´ Y and Y ´ ∆ moves on any of its graphs.
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1.8 Freeness
One of the definitions of the unknot considers the knot complement: the unknot is the only knot
that has a complement with free fundamental group pi1. The generalisation of this definition
leads to ‘freeness’ of spatial graphs:
Definition 1.32. G is free if pi1pS 3 ´ Gq is free.
Example 1.33. Every trivial spatial graph is free. But the embeddings of K3,3 and K5 in Fig-
ure 1.3 are free and nontrivial.
To be able to state Remark 1.36 and Remark 1.37, bouquet graphs and (spanning) trees have
to be definied:
Definition 1.34. A bouquet graph B is a graph with one vertex whose edges form loops attached
to the vertex. A spatial bouquet graph is denoted by B.
Definition 1.35. A tree is a graph that does not contain a cycle. A spanning tree T of a graph G
is a maximal subgraph of G that is a tree.
The following remark is a direct consequence of the definitions:
Remark 1.36. The contraction of a spanning tree T of a spatial graph G gives a spatial bouquet
graph B “ G{T .
Remark 1.37. It is very useful to know that contractions as well as decontractions do not change
the fundamental group of the exterior of the spatial graph. In particular, this gives the following:
If there exist edges te1, . . . , enu Ă G such that the contraction G{te1, . . . , enu is trivial, then G is
free. The opposite is not true. A counterexample is the bouquet in Figure 1.10 (right) which is
free but cannot be made trivial by contracting edges.
Describing a spatial graph by its complement leads to considering spatial graphs up to ‘neigh-
borhood equivalence’ [54] which is equivalent to the investigation of ‘handlebody links’ [27]
which are embeddings of handlebodies in 3-space. The following theorem shares the spirit of
Remark 1.37. The exterior of a spatial graph EpGq is defined in Definition 1.32.
Theorem 1.38 (Ishii [27], Makino, Suzuki [35], Suzuki [54]). All spatial graphs G with
pi1pEpGqq and first Betti number β1 can be obtained from a bouquet graph B with β1 edges and
pi1pEpBqq “ pi1pEpGqq by contracting and decontracting edges. Here, the first Betti number β1
of a graph is given by the number of edges of G´T where T is a spanning tree (Definition 1.35).
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Example 1.39. A panelled spatial graph G is free: The contraction of a spanning tree Ti for
each connected component Gi of a panelled spatial graph G gives a collection of trivial bouquets
Bi “ Gi{Ti. The resulting trivial spatial graph is free (Example 1.33) and freeness is inherited
by G (Remark 1.37).
But not every free spatial graph is panelled as the example in Figure 1.10 illustrates. The
spatial graph G is a trefoil knot together with an unknotting tunnel. This example also shows
that freeness does not imply minimal knottedness. It follows from Remark 1.37 that G{e in





Figure 1.10: Free spatial graphs that are neither minimally knotted nor panelled.
However, there is a theorem ensuring panelledness by a freeness criterion:
Theorem 1.40 (Robertson, Seymour, Thomas [44]). G is panelled if and only if all its subgraphs
G1 Ď G are free.
Example 1.41. The spatial graph in Figure 1.10 is not panelled although it is free since the
subgraph that forms the trefoil is not free. Also, Kinoshita’s θ-curve is not panelled although all
proper subgraphs are free (as they are trivial) since the spatial graph itself is not free.
The theorems by Scharlemann, Thompson and by Wu which are stated below give relations
between freeness, abstract planarity, B-reducibility, panelledness and triviality.
Definition 1.42. An essential curve of a surface Σ which is embedded in a 3-manifold M3 is a
simple closed curve on Σ that does not bound a disc in Σ. A disc D is an essential disc with
respect to Σ if BD Ă Σ and BD is an essential curve of Σ. A 3-manifold M3 is B-reducible if M3
posses an essential disc with respect to BM3. A 3-manifold M3 is irreducible if every 2-sphere
in M3 bounds a 3-ball in M3.
It follows directly from the definition that G is nonsplit if EpGq is irreducible.
Note that the boundaries of the discs in the definition of panelledness (Definition 1.28) are sub-
graphs of G while the boundaries of essential discs lie in the neighbourhood of the spatial graph.
Example 1.43. As illustrated in Figure 1.11, the exterior of the spatial graph from Figure 1.10
is B-reducible but the spatial graph is not panelled.
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G is not panelled: disc has EpGq is B-reducible:
double points on the thick edge BD Ă nbpGq,D Ă EpGq.
Figure 1.11: The exterior of this spatial graph is B-reducible but the spatial graph is not panelled.
Theorem 1.44 (Scharlemann [49]). G is trivial
(i) iff G is abstractly planar and there exists an edge e which is not a loop so that both G´ e
and G{e are trivial.
Theorem 1.45 (Scharlemann, Thompson [50]). G is trivial
(ii) iff G is abstractly planar and free and all proper subgraphs G1 ( G are trivial.
(iii) iff G is abstractly planar and all subgraphs G1 Ď G are free.
(iv) iff G is abstractly planar, EpGq is B-reducible and all proper subgraphs G1 ( G are trivial.
Theorem 1.46 (Wu [60]). G is trivial
(v) iff G is abstractly planar and panelled.
The following corollary contains immediate consequences from the previous theorems:
Corollary 1.47.
1. Minimally knotted abstractly planar spatial graphs are not panelled.
2. Minimally knotted abstractly planar graphs are not free.
3. Minimally knotted abstractly planar graphs have B-irreducible exteriors.
1.9 Total knottedness
A very strong notion of knottedness is the following that prohibits essential discs in the exterior
of the spatial graph:
Definition 1.48. G is totally knotted if EpGq is irreducible and B-irreducible.
It follows from the definition that a totally knotted spatial graph G is nonsplit and its exterior
EpGq contains no essential disc. In particular, G has no cut vertex although G might have one.
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t.k.




not m.k. not m.k.





not t.k. b) c) d)
e) f) t.k. h)
Figure 1.12: Totally knotted (t.k.) spatial graphs and minimal knottedness (m.k.).
Example 1.49 (Ozawa, Tsutsumi [40]). Figure 1.12 shows examples of totally knotted (t.k.) and
minimally knotted (m.k.) spatial graphs.
Theorem 1.50 (Osawa, Tsutsumi [40]). Connected abstractly planar minimally knotted spatial
graphs are totally knotted.
1.10 Irreducibility of spatial graphs
The following definition is not a generalisation of a knot being knotted - it rather is a notion
measuring the complexity of a spatial graph in terms of connectivity. The definition is neverthe-
less included in this chapter since it allows giving yet another way of detecting the triviality of a
spatial graph with Corollary 1.54.
Definition 1.51. A cutting sphere is a 2-sphere embedded in the 3-sphere that intersects G in
one point and so that G is not contained in one of the 3-balls bounded by the 2-sphere. A spatial
graph G Ă R3 is irreducible if it is nonsplittable and has no cutting spheres.
Remark 1.52. It follows directly from the definition that all embeddings of connected graphs
that have neither loops nor cut-vertices are irreducible.
For showing that a spatial graph is irreducible, use Remark 1.52 together with the following
theorem of Taniyama:
Theorem 1.53 (Taniyama [57]). A disc D is called good for G if BD Ă G and G X D contains
at most finitely many points so that each of them is either an interior point of an edge or has a
small neighbourhood N so that the point is a cut vertex of the restriction of G|N .
If D is a good disc for G and either intpD X Gq is not empty or BD X clp|G ´ BDq is not a
singleton, then G is irreducible if and only if G{D is irreducible.
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Corollary 1.54. It follows from Theorem 1.53 that any spatial graph that is obtained from an
embedding of a connected abstract graph that has neither loops nor cut-vertices by contracting
or decontracting good discs is irreducible.
Corollary 1.54 gives a useful criterion for showing the nontriviality of a spatial graph: if a
graph G is abstractly planar and has a trivial embedding with a cutting sphere, then any irre-
ducible embedding of G is nontrivial.
Example 1.55 (Taniyama [57]). The embedding of the handcuff graph (left in Figure 1.13) is
irreducible since it becomes the trivial θ-graph (right in the figure) by contracting a good disc
(shaded) which itself is irreducible as a connected abstract graph that has neither loops nor cut-
vertices. Since the handcuff graph is abstractly planar and has a trivial embedding with a cutting
sphere, the embedding in Figure 1.13 is nontrivial.
The second line in Figure 1.13 proves that the Borromean link is nonsplit by showing its irre-
ducibility using the same argument.
Ñ Ñ








Figure 1.13: The above embedding of the handcuff graph is irreducible and therefore nontrivial.
The second line gives a geometric proof of the nontriviality of the Borromean link.
1.11 Primitiveness
The following property ‘primitiveness’ has originally been defined by Ozawa, Tsutsumi to find
an analogous statement to Theorem 1.31 [41]. They conjecture that a graph has a primitive
embedding if and only if it has a knotless embedding, i.e., an embedding that does not contain a
nontrivial knot. The conjecture is still open but primitiveness is a property in its own right.
Definition 1.56. A spatial graph G is primitive if for each connected component Gi of G and
any spanning tree Ti of Gi, the bouquet graph Gi{Ti is trivial.
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Example 1.57. Panelled spatial graph are primitive by Example 1.39. Some further examples
are given in Figure 1.14.
d) primitivea) not b) not c) not e) primitive f) primitive
Figure 1.14: The spatial graphs in a), b) and c) are not primitive but the ones in d), e) and f) are.
It follows from the definition of primitiveness that every spatial graph that contains a nontrivial
knot is not primitive. Remark 1.37 ensures that a primitive connected spatial graph is free.
There exists no connected primitive spatial graph that is totally knotted since the exterior of
such a graph would be a handlebody that does not contain a disc which is obviously not possible.
A primitive connected spatial graph G that does not contain a nonsplit link is panelled since
any subgraph of a primitive connected spatial graph that is not free contains a nonsplit link. It
follows that all G1 Ď G are free and Theorem 1.40 shows that G is panelled.
A related statement is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.58 (Ozawa, Tsutsumi [41]). An embedding of a graph in the 3-sphere is primitive if
and only if the restriction to any of its connected subgraphs is free.
Theorem 1.59 (Ozawa, Tsutsumi [41]). Let g : G Ñ R3, gpGq “ G be an embedding of a
graph G, and e be an edge of G that is not a loop. Then G is primitive (resp. knotless) if and
only if both g|G´e and g|G{e are primitive (resp. knotless).
1.12 K-unknottedness
The last property defined in this section stands representative for an entire group of proper-
ties (namely γ´, pγ,Γq´warping degrees and γ´,Γ´, pγ,Γq´unknotting numbers) defined by
Kawauchi [28]. The research on these properties by Kawauchi himself and his collaborator
Shimizu is isolated according to the citations. But it gives a typical example of the numerous
approaches to entanglements in spatial graphs, some originating from investigating very specific
questions. For defining the last property given here, we need the notions of monotone diagrams:
Definition 1.60. A monotone diagram of a spatial grap G is a diagram that permits an order o
on the edges e1, . . . , en of G ´ T , where T is a spanning tree of G, so that if opeiq ă ope jq, ei
over-crosses e j at every crossing between the two edges and so that every cycle inG that contains
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exactly one of the edges e1, . . . , en is descending, i.e., has a starting point and orientation so that
every crossing is first over-crossed before it is under-crossed (Figure 1.15).
Definition 1.61. A spatial graphG is K-unknotted, if it has a monotone diagram whose spanning
tree has no crossings.
Note that the requirement of descending edges is not prohibiting the existence of nontrivially














Figure 1.15: Monotone diagrams whose spanning trees (fattened) have no crossings.
The spatial graph on the left is trivial. The one on the right contains a trefoil.
Most of the definitions given in this chapter have been motivated by an underlying purpose;
this might be the wish to generalise a given property of knots as well as the need for new notions
to tackle conjectures about well known properties as in the case of primitiveness. The presented
list of properties of entanglement notions in spatial graphs is far from being complete. A straight
forward generalisation of embedding a (spatial) graph in a book decomposition (which is not
given here) could be related to Definition 1.61, for example.
A summary of the examples of this chapter is given in Figure 1.16. How the different proper-
ties relate to each other is illustrated in Figure 1.17.
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Figure 1.16: Overview of the properties of the examples given in this section.
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K‹5 : embedding of K5 without an essential disc in the exterior
K‹5
K‹6 : embedding of K6 that does not embedd on the torus (for example if it contains a figure eight knot)
X
K‹6
K‹7 : embedding of K7 that includes a knot and the additional edges are chosen not to be unknotting tunnels
Figure 1.17: The relations between the properties. The tabular reads as follows:
Let a property on the left be denoted by Pl and denote a property on the top by Pt.
X:“ Pl ñ Pt; X:“ Pl ñ  Pt;
Example: given spatial graph has property Pl but does not have property Pt
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The first part of this chapter covers three different proofs of the following theorem:
Theorem. 0.2 (Knots and links existence [6], [7]). Let G be an abstractly planar graph and
f : G Ñ S 3 be an embedding of G with image G.
If G is embedded in a torus T 2 and contains neither a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link,
then f is trivial.
The first proof (Section 2.1) uses deep theorems (Theorem 1.45 and Theorem 1.58) of topo-
logical graph theory. It is short and elegant but does not give such a good intuitive feeling as
the much longer but explicit second proof (Section 2.2) which uses nothing but a theorem about
abstract planarity (Theorem 1.13). The third proof (Section 2.3) is a combination of the second
proof and a well known argument about triviality (Theorem 1.46). The proof of Corollary 0.3 is
contained in the first section (Section 2.1).
Corollary. 0.3 (Ravels do not embed on the torus [6]). Every nontrivial embedding of θn-graphs
on the torus contains a nontrivial knot.
The topological structure of the surface on which the spatial graph is embedded is crucial for
Theorem 0.2. For all closed orientable surfaces of genus g ą 1, there exist examples of abstractly
planar spatial graphs that are neither knotted or linked nor embeddable on a closed orientable
surface with genus less than g (compare Example 1.18). A famous example for the closed
oriented genus two surface is Kinoshita’s theta curve [30] (Figure 1.5). A big class of examples
is given by ravels (Definition 1.23): A ravel is a nontrivial θn-graph that does not contain a
nontrivial knot and therefore is an abstractly planar spatial graph which does not embed on the
torus by Theorem 0.2. As every spatial graph embeds on a compact closed surface of some
genus, it follows that ravels correspond to spatial graphs that are neither trivially embedded
nor knotted or linked but which are realisations of abstractly planar graphs on higher genus
surfaces. One needs arbitrarily high genera to accommodate all ravels which can be shown
using a Borromean construction as given by Suzuki [55].
To work on the torus, define the following: A meridian of a solid torus T is an essential simple
closed curve in BT that bounds a disc in T . (An essential simple closed curve in BT does not
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bound a disc in BT , Definition 1.42.) The preferred longitude is a simple closed curve in BT
that intersects the meridian once and has linking number zero with the core of the torus T . For
the standard torus T 2 in R3 define the meridian and preferred longitude analogously by taking
the interior of the solid torus to be the bounded component of the complement of T 2 in R3.
Whenever we use the term longitude in this text, we will refer to the preferred longitude.
To describe knots and links on the torus, we define a torus knot or torus link to be a knot or
link that is embedded on the standard torus T 2 following the longitude of the standard torus p
times and the meridian q times. These knots or links are denoted by T(p,q) with p, q integers.
Therefore, a meridian is denoted by m “ T p0, 1q and a longitude by l “ T p1, 0q. An unknot that
bounds a disc in T 2 is denoted by T p0, 0q.
2.1 First proof of Theorem 0.2
2.1.1 Outline of the first proof
This proof uses two theorems of Scharlemann, Thompson [50] and Ozawa, Tsutsumi [41]. We
assume that the spatial graph Gwe consider is given by an embedding f : G Ñ T 2, f pGq “ G of
an abstractly planar graph G and furthermore that G contains no nontrivially knotted or nonsplit
linked subgraph. We conclude that G must be trivial. For the proof, we recall the following two
definitions. For all other definitions and notions please compare Chapter 1.
Definition. 1.56 An embedding f : G Ñ S 3 of a graph G is primitive, if for each connected
component Gi of G and any spanning tree Ti of Gi, the bouquet graph Gi{Ti is trivial.
Definition. 1.32 An embedding f : G Ñ S 3 of a graph G is free, if the fundamental group of
S 3 ´ f pGq is free.
The argument of the proof is as follows: We start showing that the statement is true for
nonstandardly embedded tori in Lemma 2.1. With Lemma 2.2 we argue that it is sufficient to
consider connected graphs. Then we show in Lemma 2.3 that a bouquet graph on T 2 either
contains a nontrivial knot or is trivial. Since any connected spatial graph G on T 2 contracts to
a bouquet graph on T 2 (by Remark 1.36 and Remark 1.9), it follows that G is primitive if it
contains no nontrivial knot. By Theorem 1.58 we know that the restriction f |G1 is free for all
connected subgraphs G1 of G. From Lemma 2.2 together with Theorem 1.45 we conclude that
G is trivial.
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2.1.2 Preparations for the first proof
Lemma 2.1 (Nonstandardly embedded torus). LetT2 be a torus that is not standardly embedded.
Any spatial graph G that is embedded on T2 and that contains no nontrivial knot is trivial.
Proof. If the spatial graph G contains a cycle that follows a longitude of the torus T2, this cycle
is knotted since T2 itself is knotted. Therefore, no such subgraph of G can exist and we find a
meridian m of T2 that has no intersection with G. This shows that G in embedded in the twice
punctured sphere T2 ´ m » S 2 ´ tp1, p2u. Therefore, G is trivial. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the statement of Theorem 0.2 is true for nonstandardly em-
bedded tori. Therefore, we only consider the standardly embedded torus T 2 from now on which
saves us from considering different cases.
Lemma 2.2 (Connectivity Lemma). The image G of an embedding f : G Ñ T 2 Ă S 3 of a
graph G with n ą 1 connected components on the standard torus T 2 contains either a nonsplit
link, or contains no nonsplit link and decomposes into n disjoint components of which at least
n´ 1 components are trivial.
Proof. Take any connected component f pGiq of the embedding f pGq on the torus T 2. The
complement of f pGiq in the torus T 2 (without considering the rest of the spatial graph f pG ´
Giq) is a collection of pieces that can be the punctured torus, discs and essential annuli without
boundaries. (An essential annulus contains a simple closed curve that does not bound a disc in
the torus, Definition 1.42.)
In the case that the complement of f pGiq in T 2 includes the punctured torus, f pGiq is trivial
and splits from the other components.
If the complement of f pGiq in T 2 is only a collection of discs, then all other components of
f pGq lie in one of those discs and therefore are trivial and the graph is split. ( f pGiq might or
might not contain a nonsplit link.)
In the case that the complement of f pGiq in T 2 includes an essential annulus A, it is possible
that other components of G are embedded in this annulus. A component G j might be embedded
in the annulus in two ways: Either the complement of f pG jq in A includes a punctured annulus
and therefore f pG jq is trivial and splits from the rest of the spatial graph f pG´G jq. Or A´ f pG jq
contains two annuli. The annulus A has one type of an essential curve c running inside it; c is
parallel to the boundary curves of A. In the case that A´ f pG jq contains two annuli, a subgraph
of f pG jqmust be deformable to be parallel to c. If c is a meridian or a preferred longitude of T 2,
both components f pGiq and f pG jq are split and trivial since the torus is a standard torus. If c is
neither a meridian nor a longitude of T 2, f pGiq and f pG jq are nonsplittable linked. 
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Lemma 2.3 (Bouquet Lemma). The image B of an embedding f : B Ñ T 2 Ă S 3 of a connected
bouquet graph B on the torus T 2 either contains a nontrivial knot or is trivial.
Proof. All cycles of a spatial bouquet graph B on T 2 that contains no nontrivial knot are the
unknot by assumption. The unknot on the torus can take the following forms:
1. T p0, 0q loops that bound a disc in T 2 (trivial elements in pi1pT 2q),
2. T p0, 1q meridional loops,
3. T p1, 0q longitudinal loops,
4. T p1, nq loops or alternatively T pn, 1q loops, n ě 1.
Loops of type (1) do not contribute to nontriviality of B.
If B has loops of the types (1), (2) and (3) only, it is trivial.
If B has loops of type (4), there are – beside the loops T p0, 0q – only three types of loops simul-
taneously embeddable on the torus without self-intersections: T p0, 1q,T p1, nq and T p1, n` 1q
(respectively T p1, 0q,T pn, 1q and T pn ` 1, 1q). This can easily be confirmed by applying the
formula of Rolfsen’s exercise 2.7 [45]: If two torus knots T pp, qq and T pp1, q1q intersect in one
point transversally, then pq1 ´ qp1 “ ˘1. Such a bouquet is trivial.

Theorem. 1.58 (Ozawa and Tsutsumi’s freeness criterion [41]). An embedding f pGq Ñ S 3 of
a graph G is primitive if and only if
the restriction f |G1 is free for all connected subgraphs G1 of G.
Theorem. 1.45 (Scharlemann and Thompson’s planarity criterion [50]).
An embedding f pGq Ñ S 3 of a graph G is trivial if and only if
(a) G is abstractly planar and
(b) for every subgraph G1 Ă G, the restriction f |G1 is free.
2.1.3 The first proof
We are now ready to prove Theorem 0.2:
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the statement of Theorem 0.2 is true for nonstandardly
embedded tori. Therefore, we assume that G is embedded in the standard torus T 2. By
Lemma 2.2 (Connectivity Lemma) we can assume that G is connected. Any connected spa-
tial graph contracts to a spatial bouquet graph B if a spanning tree T is contracted in S 3 (Re-
mark 1.36). If the spatial graph is embedded in a surface, edge contractions can be realised in
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the surface (Remark 1.9). It follows that a connected spatial graph G which is embedded in the
torus T 2, contracts to a bouquet graph B which also is embedded in T 2 if a spanning tree is con-
tracted. Since G contains no nontrivial knot by assumption, B also contains no nontrivial knot. It
follows from Lemma 2.3 that a bouquet graph B that contains no nontrivial knot on the torus T 2
is trivial. Therefore, any bouquet graph B “ f pGq{ f pT q which is obtained from f pGq by con-
tracting all edges of f pT q in S 3 is trivial and f is primitive by definition. By Theorem 1.58, the
restriction f |G1 is free for all connected subgraphs G1 of G. Then Lemma 2.2 ensures that the
restriction f |G1 is free for all subgraphs G1 of G since G contains no nonsplit link by assumption.
As G is abstractly planar by assumption, it follows from Theorem 1.45 that f pGq is trivial. 
Corollary. 0.3 (Ravels do not embed on the torus). Every nontrivial embedding of θn-graphs on
the torus contains a nontrivial knot.
Proof. As there exist no pair of disjoint cycles in a θn-graph, such a graph does not contain
a nonsplit link. Since θn-graphs are abstractly planar, the statement of the corollary follows
directly from Theorem 0.2. 
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2.2 Second proof by giving an explicit isotopy
The second proof of Theorem 0.2 is lengthy compared to the first proof which is given in Sec-
tion 2.1. However, it presents a self-sufficient argument while the first proof builds on other
theorems and the second proof will hopefully give the reader a better intuition for the nature of
graphs that are embedded on the torus. Please compare Chapter 1 for definitions and notions.
Whenever we use the word torus in the this section, we refer to the standard torus T 2. This is no
restriction by Lemma 2.1.
2.2.1 Outline of the second proof and preparations.
The idea of the second proof of Theorem 0.2 is the following: Let G be an abstractly planar
graph and G be the spatial graph that is the image of the embedding f : G Ñ T 2. Assume that G
contains neither a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link. Find a general construction for an explicit
ambient isotopy in R3 from the spatial graph G to a trivial spatial graph G1 (which is embedded
in the plane R2 Ă R3). This demonstrates that any embedding of an abstractly planar graph that
is embedded on the torus and contains neither a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link is trivial. The
ambient isotopy is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
To construct the ambient isotopy in R3 from the embedding G Ă T 2 of an abstractly planar
graph G that contains neither a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link to a trivial spatial graph G1, we
first note that it is sufficient to consider connected graphs by Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, we will
see in step (1) of the proof that it is sufficient to restrict to spatial graphs that have a subgraph
of the form T p1, nq, n ą 0 since otherwise, the graphs would be abstractly nonplanar or would
be already trivialy embedded. Then, the desired ambient isotopy of the graph consists of three
deformations. The first one is a twist around the core of the torus which transforms T p1, nq
into the longitude l. This twist is described in step (3). Step (2) of the proof is a technicality
that ensures the existence of the twist given in step (3) by arguing that there exists a meridian
of T 2 that intersects G in one point only. As G is abstractly planar by assumption, it follows
from Theorem 1.13 that the conflict graph of G with respect to l is bipartite. The bipartiteness
of the conflict graph is used together with the property of the spatial graph being embedded on
the torus to show in step (4) and step (5) of the proof that a second ambient isotopy can be per-
formed. This ambient isotopy is given in step (6). It rotates the spatial fragments in space around
the longitude l, so that G is ambient isotoped to a spatial graph that is embedded on the surface
8 ˆ S 1, so that conflicting spatial fragments lie in different components of p8ˆ S 1qzpPˆ S 1q.
We use 8 to denote a loop with one point P of self-intersection. Step (7) shows that there is an
individual ambient isotopy for each spatial fragment that transforms it in space to a trivial spa-
tial fragment, independently from all other spatial fragments. The combination of the ambient
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isotopies given in step (3), step (6) and step (7) gives the desired deformation of G into the plane
which proves Theorem 0.2.
step p3q step p6q step p7q
Figure 2.1: The ambient isotopy of the proof in Section 2.2.2.
The concept of the conflict graph (Definition 1.12) will be needed (compare Figure 1.4), to
ensure abstract planarity of the considered graphs during the proof. The notions of fragments is
also given in Definition 1.12. To formulate the argument, some additional definitions are needed:
Let fi be a fragment of G with respect to C. Call the set of points in which fi is attached to
C the endpointset vp fiq of the fragment fi. Note that vertices of C can be elements of different
endpointsets vp fiq and vp f jq where fi and f j might or might not conflict. The restriction of a
spatial graph to a fragment is a spatial fragment.
Two sets tp1 . . . pnu and tq1 . . . qmu of points on C are nested, if all points of one set lie in
between two points of the other set. The elements of two nested sets do not conflict by definition.
Two fragments fa and fb are nested if their endpointsets on C are nested.
If a basepoint on C is given and a pair of nested fragments, call the fragment outer fragment
whose endpoints are first reached form the basepoint. Its endpointset is called outer points. Call
the other fragment inner fragment and its endpointset inner points. Fix a point p on C, take an
orientation of C and a parametrisation f : r0, 2pis Ñ C, f p0q “ f p2piq “ p that respects the
orientation. For two points a and b on C we say that a ă b if f´1paq ă f´1pbq.
Remark 2.4 (Cases of non-conflicting fragments). Let fa and fb be two fragments of a con-
nected graph with respect to a cycle C. Let vp faq “ va1, . . . , var be the endpointset of fa and let
vp fbq “ vb1, . . . , vbr be the endpointset of fb. Then it follows from the definition of conflicting
that fa and fb do not conflict if and only if fa or fb are attached to C in one point only or if for all
elements vp faq and vp fbq (up to transposition of a and b) one of the following two cases holds:
1. va1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă var ď vb1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vbr
2. there exist two points vai and vapi`1q in vp faq so that vai ď vb1, . . . , vbr ď vapi`1q
The sets va1, . . . , var and vb1, . . . , vbr in the second case above are nested; the inner points are the
points vb1, . . . , vbr.
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2.2.2 The second proof
Proof.
1. Reducing the types of spatial graphs: We show that it is sufficient to consider connected
abstractly planar spatial graphs that are embedded on the torus T 2 and do neither contain
a nontrivial knot nor a nonsplit link, but do contain a torus unknot T p1, nq, n ą 0.
We can assume that the graph G is connected by Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, we claim that
it is sufficient to consider abstractly spatial graphs G that contain a trivial torus knot of the
form T p1, nq, n ą 0 (respectively T pn, 1q) since if the only knot types contained in G are
T p0, 0q, T p0, 1q and T p1, 0q, then G is trivial. We see this below by a case study where we
restrict the knot types that occur in the spatial graph G. For a knot of knot type K let #K
denote the number of disjoint copies of K.
a) #T p0, 0q “ n
If the only knot type contained in the spatial graph G is T p0, 0q, there exists a merid-
ian and a longitude of the torus that do not intersect G. Therefore, G is trivial.
b) #T p0, 0q “ n, #T p0, 1q “ k (respectively #T p0, 0q “ n, #T p1, 0q “ k)
There exist either a meridian or a longitude of the torus that does not intersect G.
Therefore, G is trivial.
c) #T p0, 0q “ n, #T p0, 1q “ 1, #T p1, 0q “ k
(respectively #T p0, 0q “ n, #T p1, 0q “ 1, #T p0, 1q “ k)
G is trivial.
Note, that all graphs of this case are essentially of the form drawn left in Figure 2.2.
They can at most differ by fragments that are attached to the meridian or a single
longitude only (Figure 2.2,a). Adding these fragments does not affect the triviality.
That the graphs do not look more complicated can be seen by a contradiction: If
at least one fragment is added that has endpoints on two longitudes (Figure 2.2,b)
respectively on the meridian and on a longitude (Figure 2.2,c), this introduces a cycle
with segments in both the meridian and a longitude such that the cycle bounds a disc
in the torus. This is not possible by the assumptions of this case, since the existence
of such a cycle ensures the existence of a knot of type T p1, 1q.
d) #T p0, 0q “ n, #T p0, 1q “ k, #T p1, 0q “ m with k,m ą 1
This case does not fulfil the assumptions since G also contains the unknot T p1, 1q
(see right of Figure 2.2,d).
2. Existence of a meridian of T 2 that intersects G in only one point: Beside for some
elementary cases that can be investigated directly, we show this with a Morse-theoretical
argument that gives a contradiction: If every meridian of T 2 intersected G in at least two
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.2: (a-c): If G contains only one copy of T p0, 1q, or respectively T p1, 0q, then G is
trivial.(d): If G contains disjoint copy of both T p0, 1q and T p1, 0q, G also contains
the unknot T p1, 1q.
points and if G had a subgraph T p1, nq, n ą 0, then G contained either a nontrivial knot or
a nonsplit link.
Note that the case where G is the union of T p1, nq and a longitude does not fulfil the
assumptions since there exists a meridian that intersect G in one point only (there are
n such meridian, namely one for each intersections of T p1, nq with the longitude). To
construct a contradiction, assume that every meridian of T 2 intersects G in at least two
points. Cut T 2 along a meridian that intersects the graph with minimal number to get a
cylinder r0, 1s ˆ S 1. Define the projection function f : r0, 1s ˆ S 1 Ñ r0, 1s; tx, αu ÞÑ x.
Let S be the set of all pairs of pairwise different paths on the cylinder where one path forms
a knot of type T p1, nq and the other path pi has an endpoint in f´1p0q (Figure 2.3a). The
set S is non-empty because there exists at least one cycle T p1, nq by step (1) and a second
path pi with endpoint in f´1p0q by the assumption that every meridian of T 2 intersects
G in at least two points. Note that pi either intersects T p1, nq or has the second endpoint
on f1p1q otherwise since the number of intersections between f´1p0q X G is minimal by
assumption. Now take a pair of paths in S which maximises the value f ptnq where tn is







































Figure 2.3: Illustrating step 2 of the proof.
If T p1, nq and pi do not intersect, then there exist two disjoint paths on the cylinder. In this
situation, there exists a nontrivial knot or a nonsplit link since the graph is connected as
we show now:
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If pi is a cycle, a nonsplit link is formed by T p1, nq and pi (Figure 2.3b). So let pi be a
path with endpoints p0, αq P f´1p0q and p1, βq P f´1p1q, α , β. As the graph intersects
f´1p0q and f´1p1q in a minimal number, wlog we can assume that there exist paths pi0
from p0, βq and pi1 from p1, αq to T p1, nq or to pi (since the graph is connected).
a) If pi0 intersects pi in a point v before intersecting T p1, nq (Figure 2.3c), denote the
segment of pi between v and p1, βq by piβ. Such a graph contains a nonsplit link
where one component is T p1, nq and the other consists of pi0 and piβ.
If pi1 intersects pi in a point v before intersecting T p1, nq (Figure 2.3d), denote the
segment of pi between p0, αq and v by piα. Again, such a graph contains a nonsplit
link where one component is T p1, nq and the other consists of piα and pi1. Up to this
point the arguments applies to k “ T p1, 1q as well.
b) If both paths pi0 and pi1 intersect T p1, nq before they intersect pi (Figure 2.3e), denote
the segment (possibly a point) of T p1, nq that lies between the endpoints of pi0 and
pi1 by Ti. The cycle that runs through pi, pi0, Ti and pi1 is a nontrivial knot for n ą 1.
If T p1, nq “ T p1, 1q, there are possibilities to connect p0, βq and p1, αq to T p1, 1q
without introducing a nontrivial knot or a nonsplit link. But considering T p1, 1q, we
could exchange the meridian and the longitude in the argument. This gives the extra
condition that not only each meridian but also each longitude intersects the graph in
at least two points. An elementary investigation shows directly that Theorem 0.2 is
valid in those cases.
If T p1, nq and pi do intersect, there exists a point of maximal intersection tmax, 0 ă
f ptmaxq ă 1. Now, consider the set of all paths that are different from T p1, nq and that have
one endpoint on f´1p1q. Take one path of this set which minimises the value of f ptminq
where tmin is the point of intersection between the path and T p1, nq and call that path pimin.
If f ptminq ă f ptmaxq, the argument is very similar to the case above.
So let us finally consider the case where f ptmaxq ď f ptminq (Figure 2.3f). Denote the
component of G ´ T p1, nq that contains pimin (pimax) by cmin (cmax). As before, since the
graph intersects every meridian at least twice by assumption, there exists a point x 1 pi in
the graph so that f pxq “ f ptmaxq. No path disjoint from T p1, nq containing x can connect
to cmin as this would contradict the maximality of tmax. Similarly, no path disjoint from
T p1, nq containing x can connect to cmax as this would contradict the minimality of tmin.
Therefore, every path through x connects to T p1, nq before and after tmax (and similarly
before and after tmin) and is disjoint from cmax and cmin. Take such a path and denote it
by σ. Replacing the segment Ti of T p1, nq that runs between the endpoints of σ with σ
gives us a torus knot T 1p1, nq (dotted in Figure 2.3,f). Since T 1p1, nq is disjoint from pimax,
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there exists a path pic (fattened in Figure 2.3,f) consisting of pi and Ti that is disjoint from
T 1p1, nq until some time after tmax. This contradicts the maximality of the pair we selected
from S .
3. Deforming T p1, nq to a longitude and finding a diagram DR1 of G:
Recall that the spatial graph G contains no nontrivial knots or links by assumption. By
putting G into a general position, there exists a meridian m of the torus that intersects G in
exactly one point P. The existence of P is given by the previous step (2). The point P lies
on T p1, nq since every meridian intersects T p1, nq. Now perform the following twist: By
cutting the torus T along the meridian m, then twisting it n-times around the core of T and
identifying the same points again afterwards, an ambient isotopy i : GÑ G1 of the spatial
graph is induced that maps T p1, nq onto the longitude l “ T p1, 0q of a new torus T 1 (not
isotopic to T ). We denote the image ipGq on T 1 by G1. Restricted to the meridian m of T ,
the isotopy is the identity by construction. Therefore, G1 and m intersect in l only. Define
Z1 :“ T 1zpmzPq.
Let us furthermore consider the diagram DR1 of G1 that we obtain the following way: We
project Z1 onto a rectangle R1 “ p0, 1qˆr0, 1sYtp0, 0quYtp1, 0qu “ plzPqˆr0, 1sqYtPu
so that l is the bottom line of R1 and take a generic position so that the top line of R1 does
not intersect the graph in vertices. As usual, we indicate the over- and under-crossings of
G1 (Figure 2.4). Wlog we can assume that the diagram is regular, i.e., the diagram has
only finitely many multiple points which all are transversal double points and no vertex is
mapped onto a double point. Furthermore, let DR1 be a reduced diagram, i.e., a diagram
with the minimal number of crossings that can be achieved from projecting Z1 onto a







Figure 2.4: The diagram DR1 of G1 obtained by projecting Z1 onto R1.
4. Showing that pairs of spatial fragments in a reduced diagram DR1 have no crossings
if they are non-conflicting and only one type of crossings if they are conflicting:
By Tutte’s Theorem 1.13, any cycle of an abstractly planar graph has a bipartite conflict
graph. As G is abstractly planar by assumption, it follows that the conflict graph of l in
G is bipartite. As the graph G is connected, all fragments of G with respect to l fall into
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two sets S 1 and S 2 so that fragments which are elements of the same set do not conflict.
Choose an orientation of l. Starting at the point P, enumerate along the orientation all
vertices v1, . . . , vk of l that are endpoints of fragments of G with respect to l. (P might
or might not be the element of a fragment’s endpointset.) Denote the spatial fragments
of G1 by f1, . . . , fn respecting the orientation of l and so that v1 P vp f1q . Assign to each
fragment fi of G with respect to l its endpointset vp fiq “ vli ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď vri Ă tv1, . . . , vku.
We show that each pair of spatial fragments fi and f j has either no crossings or wlog fi
over-crosses f j at every crossing of the diagram DR1 :
a) This is clear if i “ j since a fragment over-crosses (as well as under-crosses) itself
at every self-crossing.
b) If i , j and fi and f j do not conflict, they have no crossings in a reduced diagram
DR1 since one of the cases in Remark 2.4 holds: It is clear that there are no crossings
between fi and f j in the first case of Remark 2.4. In the second case, let wlog f j
be the inner fragment. Then, f j lies entirely inside the cell of R1z fi that has rvl j , vr js
as part of the boundary. It follows from the connectivity of fragments that fi and f j
have no crossings in a reduced diagram DR1 .
c) If i , j and fi and f j are conflicting, only crossings of one type can occur. Since the
entire spatial graph G1 is an embedding in Z1 (as well as in T 1), it is not possible that
both crossing types between fi and f j occur (Figure 2.5).
We remark that if i , j and fi and f j are conflicting, they have at least
one crossing in DR1 : Without affecting DR1 , a fragment f¯ can be added in
p0, 1q ˆ r´1, 0s Y tp0, 0qu Y tp1, 0qu so that f¯ conflicts with both fi and f j. Then,
the subgraph consisting of l, fi, f j and f¯ is abstractly nonplanar by Tutte’s Theo-
rem 1.13. The fragment f¯ does not lie in DR1 by construction. Therefore, there exist
neither crossings between f¯ and fi nor between f¯ and f j. It follows from the abstract
planarity that a crossing between fi and f j must exists.
Figure 2.5: A pair of conflicting spatial fragments in a reduced diagram DR1 with both over- and
under-crossings does not embed on the torus.
5. Showing that a spatial fragment that conflicts with a pair of nested spatial fragments
has the same crossing type with both of them:
If a fragment fi conflicts with two fragments f j1 and f j2, it follows from the bipartiteness
of the conflict graph that f j1 and f j2 do not conflict. If f j1 and f j2 satisfy case (1) of
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Remark 2.4, it cannot be concluded whether fi over- or under-crosses f j2 from knowing
that fi over- or under-crosses f j1. However, if f j1 and f j2 are nested as in the second case
of Remark 2.4 with f j1 being the inner fragment, and if fi wlog over-crosses f j1 in DR1 ,
then fi also over-crosses f j2. We see this with a contradiction (Figure 2.6): As in (c) of
the step (4) above, there exists an element via P vp fiq so that vl j1 ă vai ă vr j1 . Assume
that fi over-cross f j1 in a non-empty set of points but under-crosses f j2 in a non-empty set
in DR1 . By the connectivity of fragments, there exists a path p : r0, 1s Ñ fi Y via Y vib,
with vib P vp fiq, a , b with endpoints pp0q “ via and pp1q “ vib, that over-crosses f j1 in
ppt1q and under-crosses f j2 in ppt2q. To change from an over to an under-crossing, a path
in DR1 has to intersect either the bottom or the top line of R1. As p does only intersect the
bottom line in vai and vib, p must have an intersection point pptq with the top line of R1,
so that t1 ă t ă t2. But as f j1 is nested in f j2, it follows that vl j2 ă via ă vr j2 . Therefore,
p starting from via over-crosses f j1 as well as under-crosses f j2 before it can intersect the
top line of R1. This is a contradiction.
f j2 f j1





Figure 2.6: It is only possible to have different crossing types between a fragment and two nested
fragments with whom the first fragment conflicts if the graph is not realised on the
torus.
6. Separating conflicting fragments to get a reduced diagram DR2 in which no pair of
fragments has crossings:
The conclusions made in (3) and (4) allow rotations of the spatial fragments of G1 around
the longitude l in R3 which gives an ambient isotopy from G1 to a realisation G2 in which
all fragments that are elements of S 1 lie on the torus T 1 and all elements of S 2 lie on a
second torus Tˆ . The torus Tˆ is glued to T 1 in l along a longitude.
The rotations can be chosen as follows (compare Figure 2.7): Let F 1 be the set of all
fragments of G1 with respect to l (Figure 2.7a). Order the fragments according to their
first endpoint on l. If two fragments have identical first endpoints, the last endpoints of the
fragments are compared and the fragment with bigger last endpoint is counted first. If the
last endpoints coincide as well, the outermost fragment is counted first. If both fragments
have only two endpoints, the order can be chosen arbitrarily. If a step during the procedure
which is described below cannot be performed, continue with the next step. (Figure 2.7,b
shows the diagrammatic description of the starting situation.)
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a) i. Let fk11 be the first fragment that conflicts with a fragment fi, i ă k11. Define
Fk11 iteratively, starting with Fk11 “ fk11 as the set of all fragments that are
nested or are in conflict with a fragment in Fk11 . Then rotate all spatial frag-
ments that are elements of the set Fk11 rigidly in R3 by pi around the longitude l.
They are now embedded on Tˆ . It is possible to choose the direction of the
rotation so that no spatial fragments pass through each other since the spatial
fragments in Fk11 have only over-crossings (respectively only under-crossings)
with fragments fi, i ă k1 by construction and by steps (3) and (4) (Figure 2.7c).
A. Let fk12 be the first fragment that is not an element of Fk11 but conflicts with
a fragment fi, i ă k11. Define Fk12 analogously to Fk11 (Figure 2.7c). Since
the elements of Fk12 are neither nested nor conflicting with any elements
of Fk11 , by the same argument as above, there is a rigid rotation of Fk12 in
R3 by pi around the longitude l that does not pass the spatial graph through
itself (Figure 2.7d).
B. Continue this procedure for all remaining spatial fragments that conflict
with a fragment fi, i ă k11. Let F1 :“ Fk11 Y Fk12 Y . . . . Then, F1 is
embedded on Tˆ (Figure 2.7d).
ii. Let fk21 < F1 be the first fragment that conflicts with a fragment fi, i ă k21
(i ą k11 by construction). Define Fk12 analogously to the previous steps (Fig-
ure 2.7c) and perform the rotation around l (Figure 2.7d). Continue this proce-
dure for all remaining spatial fragments that conflict with a fragment fi, i ă k21.
Let F2 :“ Fk21 Y Fk22 Y . . . .
iii. Continue with this procedure until all fragments f1 . . . fn have been considered.
The fragments that are elements of the set F 2 :“ F1 Y F2 Y . . . are now
embedded on Tˆ (Figure 2.7d).
b) Start (a) again beginning with the subgraph of G1 that corresponds to F 2. Note that
during this step the rotations bring fragments back onto the torus T 1 but will not
introduce crossings with G1 ´ F 2 (Figure 2.7e).
c) Continue the procedure has to be continued until all elements of S 1 lie on the torus T 1
and all elements of S 2 lie on the torus Tˆ (Figure 2.7f).
This gives a realisation G2 of G which is ambient isotopic to G. By (3), a pair of spa-
tial fragments of G2 has no crossings in a reduced diagram DR2 of G2 on a rectangle
R2 “ pp0, 1q ˆ r´1, 1sq Y tp0, 0qu Y tp1, 0qu “ pplzPq ˆ r´1, 1sq Y tPu. The diagram
DR2 is the composition of two diagrams defined as in (2) for T 1 on pplzPqˆ r0, 1sqY tPuq
and analogously for Tˆ on pplzPq ˆ r´1, 0sq Y tPu (Figure 2.7.g).
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Figure 2.7: The rotation of fragments described in (6). For clarity of the figure, each fragment is
chosen not to have crossings with itself.
7. Showing that a single spatial fragment fi has no crossings in a reduced diagram DR2
of G2 (Figure 2.12):
Each spatial subgraph fi Y rvli, vris is embedded on a sphere S 2i . To see this, let wlog fi
be embedded on T 1 and take two meridians of T 1 intersecting l in vli and vri so that the
meridians do not intersect G2 except in vli and vri. Then glue two meridional discs in, one
in each meridian. S 2i consists of the two meridional discs and the part of T
1 where fi is
embedded in that lies between the meridians. We now want to ambient isotope fi inside
the ball bounded by S 2i where we take the inside to be the component of R
3zS 2i that does
not intersect G2. This isotopy will transform the diagram DR2 to a diagram in which the
subdiagram corresponding to fi that is crossing free.
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Take the subdiagram DiR2 of the diagram DR2 that corresponds to fi Y rvli, vris. Peform
all reducing Reidemeister I & II moves on it (Figure 2.12, a-b). Simplify DiR2 by isotopy
whenever possible. We can assume that the diagram DiR2 has edges crossing the top line
of R2; otherwise it is crossing free and we are done. If one of those edges intersects the
top line of R2 more than once or runs through a crossing in DiR2 , we subdivide the edge
by adding vertices (Figure 2.12, a-b). Therefore, we can assume that an edge of DiR2 that
intersects the top line of R2 intersects it only once and is crossing free in the diagram.
(This does not affect our argument since if a subdivision of a spatial graph is trivial, the
spatial graph itself is.) Denote the edges crossing the top line of R2 by te1, . . . , ek˜u. Each
edge e j has two endpoints, e ju and e jo (fat in Figure 2.12b). By the connectivity of G2,
there is at least one edge e j in te1, . . . , ek˜u for which there exists a path in fi from an
endpoint of the edge wlog e ju to an element v P vp fiq that does not intersect the top line
of R2. Denote such a path with endpoints e ju and v by ppe ju, vq (fat in Figure 2.12b).
The set of all such paths is called tpp juqu. The set tpp joqu is analogously defined for the
endpoint e jo of e j.
If an edge e j P te1, . . . , ek˜u has an endpoint e ju or e jo which is not the endpoint of any
path in tpp juqu or tpp joqu (e3u in Figure 2.12b), e j can be deformed not to intersect
the top line of R2 by moving e j away from the top line while keeping DR2 ´ e j fixed.
After this procedure, a subset of edges te1, . . . , eku Ď te1, . . . , ek˜u remains in which every
edge e j has endpoints e ju and e jo so that there exists at least two (possibly constant) paths
ppe ju, vaq and ppe jo, vbq with va, vb P vp fiq. Such a path ppe ju, vaq or ppe jo, vbq cannot
have both over-crossings and under-crossings since in this case the path would intersect
BR2 which it does not by construction. Also by construction, if a path in tpp jxqu, x “ u, o
has an over-crossing (or respectively under-crossing), no path in tpp jxqu has an under-
crossing (respectively over-crossing). In addition, we can assume wlog that there is no
edge e j P te1, . . . , eku that has an endpoint e ju or e jo so that all paths tpp juqu or tpp joqu
are crossing free (ek˜u in Figure 2.12b) as in this case we can deform e j away from the top
line while keeping DR2 ´ e j fixed. Also, if tpp juqu and tpp joqu have only one type of
crossings (ek˜´2 in Figure 2.12b), we can again deform e j away from the top line while
keeping DR2 ´ e j fixed. Therefore, every edge e j has one endpoint e ju so that at least one
path in tpp juqu has crossings which all are under-crossings and one endpoint e jo so that
at least one path in tpp joqu has crossings which all are over-crossings. Furthermore, in
tpp juqu (respectively tpp joqu) are no paths that have-over crossings (respectively under-
crossings) by definition of the paths.
Assign to each edge e j P te1, . . . , eku the set wpe juq Ď tw j1, . . . ,w jlu (analogously
wpe joq Ď tw j1, . . . ,w jlu) which is the set of points in vp fiq that are endpoints of at least one
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element in tpp juqu (respectively tpp joqu). The union of the two sets is the endpointset of
e j denoted by wpe jq “ tw j1, . . . ,w jlu :“ wpe juq Ywpe joq. The sets in the example in Fig-
ure 2.12c are wpekuq “ tw7,w8,w9u and wpekoq “ tw1,w2,w7,w10,w11,w12u . Denote the
union of wpe1uqY ¨ ¨ ¨Ywpekuq by wpuq (and the union wpe1oqY ¨ ¨ ¨Ywpekoq by wpoq). (In
Figure 2.12c), wpuq “ tw3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8,w9u, wpoq “ tw1,w2,w7,w10,w11,w12u)
See that there exist no four points wu1,wu2 P wpe juq and wo1,wo2 P wpe joq that are
interlaced as wlog wu1 ă wo1 ă wu2 ă wo2: the cycle pl ´ pwu1,wo2q, ppe ju,wu1q,
e j, ppe jo,wo1q, rwo1,wu2s, rwu2,wo2sq would have three pairwise conflicting fragments
rwu1,wo1s, ppe ju,wu2q and ppe jo,wo2q (Figure 2.8). This contradicts the bipartiteness of
G2 which by Theorem 1.13 contradicts its abstract planarity. (Also, this graph forms K3,3
where the points wu1, e jo,wu2,wo1, e ju,wo2 are the vertices.) Therefore, wpe juq and wpe joq
can only be arranged like the endpointsets in Remark 2.4 and it is allowed to restrict to
those cases as done below. By the connectivity of fragments, each element of vp fiq be-
longs to wpuq, wpoq or to both. This gives a division of rvli, vris into intervals, where a new
interval starts at each point of vp fiq that is an element of both wpuq and wpoq or where a
new interval starts in a point vk`1 if wpoq = vk P wpuq and wpuq = vk`1 P wpoq (or if u and
o exchanged). (In Figure 2.12d, the intervals are rw1,w3s, rw3,w7s, rw7,w10s, rw10,w12s.)
e ju




Figure 2.8: The situation where points in which tpp juqu and tpp joqu are attached to the circle l
are interlaced as drawn in the figure cannot occur.
The setting is now sufficiently well understood to eliminate all remaining crossings in two
cases:
Case 1: wpe juq and wpe joq are nested.
Assume that for an edge e j, wpe juq and wpe joq are nested with wlog wpe juq being the
inner points. The inner points are all contained in one interval of the bottom line division
since if they laid in two intervals, there would exist a point wpe joq = wm P wpoq between
two points of wpe juq. Consequently, there would exist a path ppe j1o,wmq, j , j1 with
endpoints e j1o and wm which does not intersect any of the paths that are elements of wpe joq.
This is not possible as R2zpppe j1o,wmq Y e j1q consists of two components of which both
contain elements of wpe juq and there exists a paths between any point of wpe juq and e ju by
definition.
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Define te ju as the subset of edges te ju Ď te1, . . . , eku so that all edges in te ju have
an endpoint in the interval I of the bottom line that contains points of wpe juq (Fig-
ure 2.12d: e1 “ e2 “ e3 “ e4 , e5 “ e6). Now consider the diagram DR2 ´ te ju in
which all edges that are elements of the set te ju are deleted (Figure 2.12e). There ex-
ists a path p j : r0, 1s Ñ DR2 ´ te ju from p jp0q P wpe joq to pp1q P wpe joq such that
p jp0q ď wpe juq ď p jp1q and so that there exist two distinct points p jpt1q, p jpt2q with
t1, t2 P r0, 1s that have the following property: The diagram DR2 ´ te ju ´ p jpt1q ´ p jpt2q
splits such that the component C jo containing e jo does not contain any points of rvli, vris
(Figure 2.12e). Furthermore, after performing a Whitney 2-flip on C jo (Figure 2.12, e-f),
the edges of te ju can be reintroduced to the diagram DR2´te juwithout introducing cross-
ings (Figure 2.12g). A Whitney 2-flip replaces a component by its mirror image as shown
in Figure 2.9, left. This corresponds to a rotation in R3 by pi that would not pass the spatial
graph G2 through itself - even if all edges te ju are left attached (Figure 2.9, right and
Figure 2.12, d-g). Therefore, we have an ambient isotopy, that eliminates the crossings
of te ju.
After continuing this procedure, all remaining edges of te1, . . . , eku have endpointsets so
that for each edge all elements of wpe juq are smaller or equal than all elements of wpe joq
(or all elements of wpe juq are greater or equal than all elements of wpe joq).
Figure 2.9: Whitney 2-flip and corresponding rotation by pi
See with a contradiction that it is always possible to find two points ppt1q and ppt2q with
the required property as follows. Assume that no two points ppt1q and ppt2q with the
required property exist. Then there exists a subgraph of G2 that is abstractly nonplanar
(Figure 2.10): Wlog there exist two points wpe juq Q w1 ă w2 P wpe joq such that there
exists an edge ew2 between w2 and an inner point pw2 of a path ppe jo,wq with w ă w1.
Choose ts as 0 ă ts ă 1 and such that ppe jo,wqptsq “ pw2. This allows the description of a
cycle with non-bipartite conflict graph (fat in Figure 2.10), alternatively K3,3 is detectable.
The cycle with non-bipartite conflict graph consists of the following segments: l´pw,wr jq,
p|r0,ss, ew2, rw1,w2s, ppw1, e juq, e j, ppe jo,wr jq and the fragments are pw,w1q, p|ps,1q and
pw2,wr jq. This contradicts abstract planarity by Theorem 1.13.
Case 2: All endpoints in wpe juq are smaller or equal to all endpoints in wpe joq (or respec-
tively wpe juq ě wpe joq).
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e jo






Figure 2.10: Contradiction showing that ppt1q and ppt2q do exist.
If te1, . . . , eku is empty or has one element only, it follows that the diagram of fi has no
crossings. So consider the case that k ě 2. Wlog, assume that all elements of wpe juq are
smaller or equal to all elements of wpe joq. If all elements of wpep j`1quq are greater or equal
to all elements of wpep j`1qoq, it follows that wpe joq “ wpep j`1qoq by construction and the
connectivity of fragments (Figure 2.11, left).
If all elements of wpep j`1quq are smaller or equal to all elements of wpep j`1qoq but there
exists an element wII P wpep j`1quq that is smaller than an element wIII P wpe joq, there
are four elements wI ă wII ă wIII ă wIV ,wI P wpe juq,wIV P wpep j`1qoq. The paths
ppwI , e juq, e j, ppw jo, eIIIq and ppwII , ep j`1quq, e j`1, ppw jo, eIVq are connected via a path
in R˚2 by the connectivity of fragments. The subgraph of G2 (fat in Figure 2.11, right)
consisting of those three paths and l is abstractly nonplanar (it is K3,3) which can again be
shown by an argument similar to the one given above in case 1 by choosing any Hamilton
cycle of the subgraph (i.e., a cycle that runs through every vertex of the subgraph once)
and seeing that its conflict graph is not bipartite. Therefore, it is shown in step (7) that a
reduced form of the diagram D2R has no crossings.
e ju
e j e j`1
ep j`1qu
ep j`1qoe jo
wpe joq “ wpep j`1qoq wIV
e ju





Figure 2.11: Case 2: wpe juq ď wpe joq. The left figure is trivial. The right situation cannot occur
since the graph is not abstractly planar.
Combining the seven steps now proves Theorem 0.2: Step (7) shows that a reduced form
of the diagram D2R has no crossings. It follows together with step (6) that G2 and therefore
G1 is trivial. The argument of step (6) relies on step (5) and step (4). By step (3), which
can be performed because of step (2), G is also trivial. This proves the theorem by step (1).

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l
DiR2






w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10 w12w11
pdq
l
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10 w12w11
p jpt1q
l








w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10 w12w11
ek˜ e1 e2 e3 ek˜














Figure 2.12: Deformation of the diagram DiR2 of a spatial fragment fi to a crossing free diagram.
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2.3 Third proof of Theorem 0.2
The second proof of Theorem 0.2 given in Section 2.2 can be differently finished using the
following Theorem 1.46 by Wu [60].
Theorem. 1.46 (Criterion for planar embeddedness of an abstractly planar graph [60]).
G is trivial if and only if G is abstractly planar and panelled.
This is a shortcut in the argument from the previous section but does not give an explicit
deformation.
Proof. Start with step (1) and step (2) of the second proof that is given in Section 2.2. Recall that
the point P is defined as follows: Beside elementary cases, there exists a meridian of the torus
on which the spatial graph G is embedded on so that the meridian intersects the spatial graph in
only one point. Take this point to be P. To apply Theorem 1.46, observe that G is panelled, i.e.,
every cycle in G bounds a disc embedded in R3 with interior disjoint from G. This is clearly true
for any meridian and for any cycle that does not intersect P as GzP is embedded on a sphere
already. We are left to consider cycles C that run through P for which there exists a natural
number n so that the cycle has knot type T p1, nq. Let Cn be one of those cycles, i.e., Cn follows
the longitude once and wraps n times around the meridian. We can find an ambient isotopy in
of G that transforms Cn to the longitude l “ inpCnq of a new torus inpT q (not isotopic to T ), by
possibly performing another twist as described in step (3) of the proof in Section 2.2. Denote the
spatial graph that results from this twist by inpGq. As a longitude bounds a disc internally disjoint
from the torus, it follows that the cycle inpCnq bounds a disc internally disjoint from inpGq. Since
ambient isotopies preserve embedded discs and do not pass them through the graph, it follows
that the cycle Cn in G bounds a disc internally disjoint from G. For every n P N, we can
perform such an ambient isotopy of G. This shows that every cycle in G bounds a disc which
is internally disjoint from the spatial graph. As G is abstractly planar by assumption, it follows
from Theorem 1.46 that G is trivial. 
2.4 All assumptions made in Theorem 0.2 are necessary
It is not possible to weaken the assumptions of Theorem 0.2. This can be seen by considering
the following examples [6]:
• There exist nontrivial embeddings on T 2 that contain neither a nontrivial knot nor a non-
split link.
These are embeddings of graphs which are not abstractly planar.
Examples: K3,3 and K5 embedded as shown in the top line of Figure 2.13.
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• There exist nontrivial embeddings of abstractly planar graphs that contain neither a non-
trivial knot nor a nonsplit link.
These are not embedded on the torus.
Examples: Kinoshita’s θ-curve (middle in Figure 2.13) and every ravel.
• There exist nontrivial embeddings of abstractly planar graphs on T 2.
Examples: Spatial graphs that are subdivisions of nontrivial torus knots with n ą 0 ver-
tices and n edges.





Figure 2.13: All assumptions are necessary.
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polymers
This chapter focuses on particular entanglements of coordination polymers. Coordination poly-
mers can be thought of as polymers that consist of metal cation centers that are linked by or-
ganic ligands. Every coordination network has a dimension (1, 2 or 3) assigned to it which is
the number of linearly independent directions the networks extends to. Likewise, dimensions
can be assigned to substructures. If a D-dimensional network is formed out of 1 ă n P N
substructures with dimensions D1 . . . Dn, the dimensionality of the whole network is given as
D1 . . . Dn Ñ D (Figure 3.1,a,b,f,h). If a network has an infinite number of affine copies of a
component, its dimension is given only once (Figure 3.1,c,d,e,g,i,j). The coordination polymers
that are investigated here are of the form 1D . . . 1DÑ 1D and their 1-dimensional substructures
are polymeric chains. These chains are frequently occurring building blocks of coordination
networks. Whereas the usual parallel arrangement of the polymeric chains does not increase
the complexity of the network, interweaving of the chains yields new (geometrically) entan-
gled networks occur. The resulting structures can be 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional (Figure 3.1,a-d).
Interwoven 1D . . . 1D Ñ 1D are the topic of this chapter (Figure 3.1, a-b).
To put the interwoven structures into context, different types of entanglements in coordina-
tion networks are illustrated in Figure 3.1 (for a detailed discussion and many examples, see the
review [11]). Both interwoven networks that consist of finite polymeric chains (Figure 3.1,a-
d) and polythreaded systems (Figure 3.1,e-g) are Euclidean entanglements. While Euclidean
entanglements are structures consisting of components that topologically could be disentan-
gled but are geometrically trapped, topological entanglements can only be resolved by breaking
the structure. Examples of topological entanglements are polycatenated (Figure 3.1,h-j) and
self-catenated (Figure 3.1,k) coordination networks. Polycatenated structures are constituted of
several connected substructures that are hold together by non-split links. The links are usually
Hopf links but other structures like Borromean entanglements (Figure 3.1,h) are known. Self-
catenation occurs within a connected component.
The algorithm that predicts the mathematically possible braided structures of 1-dimensional
coordination polymers is introduced in Section 3.1. The results are presented, discussed and
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1D+1D+1D+1D+1DÑ 1D 0D+1DÑ 1D
1D+1DÑ 1D
1D+1DÑ 2D





(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
(h) (i) (j) (k)
Figure 3.1: Scheme of entanglements in coordination networks.
compared with the structures of known coordination polymers in Section 3.2.1. The symmetries
of the resulting structures are given in Section 3.2.2. The chapter closes by giving coordinates
of embeddings of the predicted structures in Section 3.2.3 that are readable by TOPOS [8] as
Systre files.
The work of this chapter is part of a collaboration with Prof Davide M. Proserpio (University
of Milan and Samara State University, Italy and Russia), Dr Igor A. Baburin (Technical Univer-
sity Dresden, Germany) and Dr F. Din-Houn Lau (Imperial College London, United Kingdom).
It was Prof Proserpio’s idea to start the project. He stated the question of understanding the struc-
tures of braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers using mathematical braids. The question
was motivated by his observation that the Borromean braid and the braid that closes to the 3-torus
link T p3, 1q occur as real structures but no polymer corresponding to the braid that closes to the
3-chain link has been reported, which is the only other 3-component link with crossing number
six. Furthermore, Prof Proserpio provided the data and known chemical structures. I did the
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modelling in dialogue with Prof Proserpio, inspired by known examples from structural chem-
istry he supplied. The algorithm is the result of my model. It has been implemented with Dr
Lau’s help. The mathematical description of the symmetries given in Section 3.2.2 has been
given by me. Dr Baburin translated the results into crystallographic language which facilitates
his extraction of real structures from structural data bases that match the predicted structures.
This part of the project is not covered here. Prof Proserpio, Dr Baburin and I contributed equally
to the coordinates given in Section 3.2.3.
3.1 The algorithm
3.1.1 Outline, examples and preparations
The algorithm given in this section generates all mathematically possible structures of braided
1-dimensional coordination polymers that consist of n chains with minimal crossing number
in the periodic unit. To model braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers by mathematical
braids, it is necessary to find chemically motivated restrictions that define an appropriate subclass
of mathematical braids; not all mathematical braids correspond to 1-dimensional coordination
polymers. The restrictions are given by the common way of synthesising via self-assembly: we
assume that the braids consist of n chains that are identical (up to chirality, i.e., mirror images
are not distinguished, and up to rigid translations or rotations in R3). Therefore, our coordination
polymers can be modelled by periodic infinite mathematical braids with n rigid congruent strands
up to chirality, that close to n-component links (i.e. pure braids).
Our model of braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers by mathematical braids relies on
the following assumptions:
Assumptions 3.1.1
i The braid has a closure that is a non-split link.
(This assumption is made as a split braid can be considered as the collection of its com-
ponents.)
ii The braid is pure. This means the braid closes to a link with as many components as it has
strands - the strands are not permutated.
(This assumption is made as the braid should correspond to the periodic unit of the coor-
dination polymer where different strands are distinguished.)
iii The strands of the braid are identical up to rotation, translation and chirality.
(This assumption is made as braids synthesised via chemical self-assembly are typically
organised in this manner.)
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iv The periodic unit of a n-strand braid has crossing number nˆ pn´ 1q.
(This assumption is made to restrict the complexity of the entanglements. The crossing
number cannot be chosen to be smaller than n ˆ pn ´ 1q since in the case of smaller
crossing numbers, the previous assumptions are not fulfiled. It is easy to generalise to
higher crossing numbers. Note that this refers to the periodic unit of the entire braid
distinguishing the different strands. If the braids are not distinguished, the periodic unit
might be smaller, compare for example Figure 3.4.)
By the first three assumptions, the braids consists of n strands that each transverses from one
side of the braid to the other and back again in the form of a zigzag. This allows to represent the
n-braid by an nˆ pn´ 1q-matrix as described in Figure 3.2. There is some ambiguity about the
crossing signs in the literature. Here the convention is chosen according to Figure 3.2.
Set n modn “ n, which gives modn : N Ñ t1, . . . , nu. Note, that the crossings of the first
strand s1 of the braid are described by the following entries of the matrix A: a1,i, 1 ď i ď n´ 1,
ap1`i´n`1q,pn´i`n´1q, n ď i ď 2pn ´ 1q. In general, the crossings of the k-th strand sk are given












´ ´ ` `
´ ´ ` `
´ ´ ` `
´ ´ ` `





Figure 3.2: Representing a braid as matrix.
The following overview of the steps of the algorithm are illustrated in Example 3.1 below.
Steps of the algorithm
1. Generate the possible configurations of strands
2. Populate the braid matrix by strands
3. Generate and solve the corresponding system of linear equations
4. Discard the contradicting braids, keep one for each solution
5. Assign crossing types to the variables
6. Choose one matrix for each equivalent class
7. Check for split links
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fiffifl, a, b, c, d P t´,`u.
1. Generate the possible configurations of strands
All strands are transformable into each other by a combination of translation, rotation and
reflection by assumption (3.1.1,iii). So generate all possible configurations of strands from
the first one as follows. The first strand is determined by the matrix entries pa, b, d, eq.
Rotating the braid by pi around the braid axis (z-axis) gives a description of the rotated
first strand by the vector pd, e, a, bq (Figure 3.3,b). The result of the rotation by pi around
the y-axis is described by the vector pe, d, b, aq (Figure 3.3,d). The combination of both
rotations yields the rotation around the x-axis (which corresponds to reading the strand
backwards) and gives the vector pb, a, e, dq (Figure 3.3,c). This gives four configurations
I, II, III, IV . Reflections of these are obtained by inverting the signs (Figure 3.3,e-h) and
eight possible configurations of the strands are found:
I “ pa, b, d, eq ´I “ p´a,´b,´d,´eq
II “ pd, e, a, bq ´II “ p´d,´e,´a,´bq (3.1)
III “ pb, a, e, dq ´III “ p´b,´a,´e,´dq
IV “ pe, d, b, aq ´IV “ p´e,´d,´b,´aq
2. Populate the braid matrix by strands
To generate matrices, choose one of the eight configurations (3.1) for each strand and
assign its crossings to the corresponding matrix entries (compare Figure 3.2). Since every
entry of the matrix belongs to two strands, two signs are assigned to each matrix entry.
Wlog the first strand can be chosen to be in configuration I. Generate the matrices for all
possible combinations of configurations. Three examples of matrices Ma, Mb and Mc are
given below. The second strand of the matrix Ma is in configuration IV and the third in
configuration ´II. The configurations of the strands of Mb are I, II, I. The configurations
of the strands of Mc are I,´IV, IV .
»—–I a, a b,´aIV e,´b d, d
´II e,´d b,´e
fiffifl “ Ma
»—–I a, b b, dII d, e d, e
I e, a a, b
fiffifl “ Mb
»—–I a,´a b, b´IV ´e, a d,´d
IV e, e ´b, d
fiffifl “ Mc
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IIIp“ RxqIp“ T 0q


























´IIIp“ S yz ˝ Rxq´Ip“ S yz ˝ Iq
Figure 3.3: The configurations of a strand are obtained by rotations and reflections.
(The braid drawn here does not correspond to a coordination polymer, the crossing
signs are chosen to allow easy comparability.)
3. Generate and solve the corresponding system of linear equations
Each matrix from the previous step leads to a system of linear equations by setting vari-
ables that are assigned to the same matrix entry equal. Solve the equation systems. For
the three example matrices Ma, Mb and Mc, the following systems of equations are ob-
tained:
Ma Mb Mc
a “ a a “ b a “ ´a
b “ ´a b “ d b “ b
e “ ´b d “ e ´e “ a
d “ d d “ e d “ ´d
e “ ´d e “ a e “ e
b “ ´e a “ b ´b “ d
ñ a “ ´b “ e “ ´d ñ a “ b “ d “ e ñ a “ ´a “ ´e,
´b “ d “ ´d
4. Discard the contradicting braids, keep one for each solution
Discard the matrices that correspond to equation systems without solutions. If solutions
differ by a renaming of the variables only, keep one of the corresponding matrices and
discard the others. Of the three matrices Ma, Mb and Mc, the matrix Mc has no solution
and therefore is discarded. Ma and Mb are both kept since they cannot be transformed into
each other by renaming the variables.
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5. Assign crossing types to the variables
Assign ` or ´ to the variables a, b, d, e. To each solutions from the previous step, assign
all possible combinations of signs and generate the corresponding matrices. For Ma, there
are two possible assignments a “ ´b “ e “ ´d “ ` and a “ ´b “ e “ ´d “ ´. There
are also two possibilities for Mb, namely a “ b “ d “ e “ ` and a “ b “ d “ e “ ´.












Figure 3.4: Assignment of crossing signs to the variables of the solutions.
6. Choose one out of each braid equivalence class
Consider the set of matrices that are generated in the previous step. Equip the set with the
equivalence relation where two matrices are equivalent if their corresponding braids can be
transformed into each other by a combination of translation along the braid axis, rotations
and reflections. The transformation might permute the strands nontrivially. The set of
functions describing these transformations is generated by the following four functions
between matrices of dimension 3 ˆ 2. Set mod3 : N Ñ t1, . . . , 3u. These actions are
further illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Rx : ai, j ÞÑ a3`1´i, 3´ j
Ry : ai, j ÞÑ ap3`2´i´ jqmod3, j
S yz : ai, j ÞÑ ´ai, j
T : ai, j ÞÑ api´1qmod3, j
(3.2)
Keep one representative for each equivalence class and discard all other matrices. For
example, Ma` and Ma´ are related by a reflection (Ma` “ S yz ˝ Ma´ ) as are M`b and
M´b . Therefore, Ma´ and M
´
b are discarded but Ma` and M
`
b are both kept since they
are elements of different equivalence classes. The corresponding braids are shown in
Figure 3.4. For 3-strand braids these two braids are the only possible solutions as can be
seen by generating all braids. Note that other choices of configurations in step 2 can yield
the same braid: For example, if all three strands are chosen to be in configuration I, the
resulting linear equation system solves as a “ d, b “ c. Since this solution is different
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from the solutions of the equation systems obtained from Ma and Mb, the solution is kept.
However, the assignments of` and´ to the solution a “ d, b “ c generate only matrices
that are equivalent to either Ma or Mb. The algorithm can be improved by noting that
wlog a can always be chosen as `. This choice prevents from generating matrices that
are related by the reflection S yz on the yz-plane which is the plane of projection of the
drawings.
7. Check for split links
Finally, discard all split links. In the list of 3-strand braids, no split links are generated.
The general forms of matrix equivalence defining functions and strand configurations,
and reading off properties
The equivalence classes of matrices in step 6 of the algorithm are the sets of ma-
trices that can be obtained from each other by applying any composition of the maps
Id “ T 0,T 1, . . . ,T n´1, Rx, Ry, S yz. The general forms of the functions (3.2) map a matrix
of dimension nˆ n´ 1 to a matrix of dimension nˆ n´ 1. They are the matrix analoga to per-
forming rotations, reflections and translations on braids. Again, choose modn : NÑ t1, . . . , nu.
Rx : ai, j ÞÑ an`1´i, n´ j
Ry : ai, j ÞÑ apn`2´i´ jqmodn, j
S yz : ai, j ÞÑ ´ai, j
T : ai, j ÞÑ api´1qmodn, j
(3.3)
The general forms of the configurations (3.1) that a single strand of an n-strand braid with
minimal crossing number in the periodic unit (where different strands are distinguished) can
take are given below (compare Figure 3.3 with α1 “ a, α2 “ b, β1 “ d, β2 “ e):
I “ pα1, . . . , αn´1, β1, . . . , βn´1q ´I “ p´α1, . . . ,´αn´1,´β1, . . . ,´βn´1q
II “ pβ1, . . . , βn´1, α1, . . . , αn´1q ´II “ p´β1, . . . ,´βn´1,´α1, . . . ,´αn´1q (3.4)
III “ pαn´1, . . . , α1, βn´1, . . . , β1q ´III “ p´αn´1, . . . ,´α1,´βn´1, . . . ,´β1q
IV “ pβn´1, . . . , β1, αn´1, . . . , α1q ´IV “ p´βn´1, . . . ,´β1,´αn´1, . . . ,´α1q
Remark 3.2. The symmetries of the single strands of a given braid, considered independently
from the rest of the braid, are given by comparing each strand with the configurations (3.4). The
set of configurations the single strands take determines their symmetries. Whenever a strand is in
one of the configurations I, II, III or IV and also is in one of opposite sign, i.e. ´I,´II,´III or
´IV , the strand is achiral. Otherwise it is (rigidly) chiral. (Which then by assumption (3.1.1,iii)
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holds for all strands in the braid.) If a braid has chiral strands, both enantomiers of strands
are present in the braid if and only if the braid has a pair of strands whose configurations have
different signs. Figure 3.5 illustrates an example. Note that the chirality of the single strands
is not related to the chirality of the braid. The so described symmetries of a single strand are
not necessarily induced by symmetries of the entire braid and therefore not considered in the
crystallographic symmetry description of the braids. They provide additional insight to the
braids compared to the description in the crystallographic language. It is therefore unlikely
that the symmetries of a single strand and the information about the chirality will be used for
crystallographic classification but they could be an important guide for actual synthesis. In
Section 3.2.1, the configurations of the strands of all braids are given and the chirality of both
the single strands and entire braids is presented as well.
braid 4.4
III III IV ´I ´II ´III ´IV
p“ Rzqp“ T 0q p“ Rxq p“ Ryq
Figure 3.5: The configurations of the strands of braid 4.4. The strands are achiral.
s1 P tI,´IVu, s2 P tIV,´Iu, s3 P tII,´IIIu, s4 P tIII,´IIu.
Remark 3.3. Symmetries of the entire braid, without distinguishing the strands, can be given
by applying the functions (3.3) to the braid matrix (Figure 3.6). Since the set of functions does
contain 2-fold rotations only, continuous screw rotations cannot immediately read off this way.
But helices are easy to detect as they correspond to the matrices whose all entries are of one type.
Many more symmetries are can be read off directly from the matrix: For example, if the matrix
consists of several copies of r rows, the corresponding braid has a T r translation along the braid
axis. Also if the braid matrix has a column with one sign only, the braid permits neither of the
reflection S xy or S yz. (The opposite is not true, see braid 4.13). Similarly, if the middle column
of the braid matrix of an even strand number braid has only one sign, the braid is different from
the image under the reflection S xz. (Again, the opposite is not true, see braids 4.2, 4.9 and
4.13.) It is of particular interest whether a braid permits a reflection since this determines the
(a)chirality of the braid.
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T 1S xzRy“ S yz S xyRz “
Figure 3.6: Braid 4.4 has all three rotational symmetries (where strands are not distinguished)
but no reflections. Therefore, the braid is chiral.
Remark 3.4. Some immediate relations between the strand configurations and the symmetries
of the entire braid exist. For example, if all strands are in configuration I, the braid permits the
translation T 1. Also, if the braid permits the twofold rotation around the braid axis Rz, it follows
that strand s3 is in configuration II.
Finally note that the usual relations (which are the ones of symmetry groups) between the
symmetries that make some of the informations redundant. For example, if a braid has two
rotational axes, it has the third one as well. Similarly, S xy “ Ry ˝ S yz “ Rx ˝ S xz.
Remark 3.5. Whether a pair of strands yields a nonsplit link after taking the braid closure can
be seen by a direct investigation of the braid matrix by comparing the entries in the matrix that
indicate the crossing types between the two chosen strands. The crossings between the i-th strand
and j-th strand are determined by the two matrix entries pi, j´ iq and p j, n´ i` jq. This allows to
automatically detect links whose components are pairwise unlinked (like the Borromean link).
If a given pair of strands is nontrivially linked is presented in form of a ‘linking graph’. The
graph is constructed by adding a vertex for each component of the braid closure and adding an
edge between two vertices if the corresponding components are nontrivially linked. Compare
Figure 3.7.
Remark 3.6 (Generating braids with higher crossing number). The algorithm can easily be gen-
eralised to address braids with higher crossing number in the repeating unit. The next compli-
cated units are twice as long as braids with minimal crossing number cmin. We call a braid whose
periodic unit has crossing number m ¨ cmin a braid with m-multiplicity. The braid matrix of a n-
strand braid of m-multiplicity has n ¨m rows and n´ 1 columns. The crossing of the strands are
determined by the same entries as they were in m copies of the braid matrix which corresponds
to a n-strand braid with minimal crossing number cmin. For braids of m-multiplicity, 8 ¨ m con-
figurations have to be generated to take the extra translations into account. This is illustrated in
the four examples of matrices given below which show how the choice of the configuration of
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Figure 3.7: A pair of strands is nontrivially linked if and only the crossings between the strands
have the same sign.
the first strand s1 determines entries of the braid matrix. In the example, s1 has configurations
I1, I2, IIIm and IV1 respectively. Similarly, the strand si, 1 ă i ď n follow the same pattern
translated i ´ 1 rows down. The 4 ¨ m positive strand configurations are given in in (3.5) and
the reflected versions are generated by inverting the signs as above, right in (3.4). The set of
functions corresponding to (3.3) is obtained by adding the extra translations m ¨ pn´1q functions
T n`1, . . . ,T m¨n to the set of functions.
I1 :
»———————————————————————–
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IIIm :
»———————————————————————–




































Strand configurations of braids with higher crossing numbers in the periodic unit (3.5)
I1 “ pα11, . . . , α1n´1, β11, . . . , β1n´1, α21, . . . , α2n´1, β21, . . . , β2n´1, . . . , αm1 , . . . , αmn´1, βm1 , . . . , βmn´1q
I2 “ pα21, . . . , α2n´1, β21, . . . , β2n´1, . . . , αm1 , . . . , αmn´1, βm1 , . . . , βmn´1, α11, . . . , α1n´1, β11, . . . , β1n´1q
...
Im “ pαm1 , . . . , αmn´1, βm1 , . . . , βmn´1, α11, . . . , α1n´1, β11, . . . , β1n´1, . . . , αm´11 , . . . , αm´1n´1 , βm´11 , . . . , βm´1n´1 q
II1 “ pβ11, . . . , β1n´1, α21, . . . , α2n´1, β21, . . . , β2n´1, α31, . . . , α3n´1, . . . , βm1 , . . . , βmn´1, α11, . . . , α1n´1q
II2 “ pβ21, . . . , β2n´1, α31, . . . , α3n´1, . . . , βm1 , . . . , βmn´1, α11, . . . , α1n´1, β11, . . . , β1n´1, α21, . . . , α2n´1q
...
IIm “ pβm1 , . . . , βmn´1, α11, . . . , α1n´1, β11, . . . , β1n´1, α21, . . . , α2n´1, . . . , βm´11 , . . . , βm´1n´1 , αm1 , . . . , αmn´1q
III1 “ pαmn´1, . . . , αm1 , βm´1n´1 , . . . , βm´11 , αm´1n´1 , . . . , αm´11 , βm´2n´1 , . . . , βm´21 , . . . , α1n´1, . . . , α11, βmn´1, . . . , βm1 q
III2 “ pαm´1n´1 , . . . , αm´11 , βm´2n´1 , . . . , βm´21 , . . . , α1n´1, . . . , α11, βmn´1, . . . , βm1 , αmn´1, . . . , αm1 , βm´1n´1 , . . . , βm´11 q
...
IIIm “ pα1n´1, . . . , α11, βmn´1, . . . , βm1 , αmn´1, . . . , αm1 , βm´1n´1 , . . . , βm´11 , . . . , α2n´1, . . . , α21, β1n´1, . . . , β11q
IV1 “ pβmn´1, . . . , βm1 , αmn´1, . . . , αm1 , βm´1n´1 , . . . , βm´11 , αm´1n´1 , . . . , αm´11 , . . . , β1n´1, . . . , β11, α1n´1, . . . , α11q
IV2 “ pβm´1n´1 , . . . , βm´11 , αm´1n´1 , . . . , αm´11 , . . . , β1n´1, . . . , β11, α1n´1, . . . , α11, βmn´1, . . . , βm1 , αmn´1, . . . , αm1 q
...
IVm “ pβ1n´1, . . . , β11, α1n´1, . . . , α11, βmn´1, . . . , βm1 , αmn´1, . . . , αm1 , . . . , β2n´1, . . . , β21, α2n´1, . . . , α21q
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3.1.2 A realisation of Algorithm 3.1.2
The following algorithm produces a list of matrices that correspond to all n-strand braids which
model the periodic units of braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers with minimal crossing
number. It can easily generalised to produce braids with longer periodic units as outlined in
Remark 3.6 at the very end of Section 3.1.1.
Algorithm 3.1.2
Input: The strand number n
Output: A list of matricesB
Define the functions given in (3.3);
Generate the configuration vectors from (3.4);
Generate the set C of pn´ 1q8 matrices “ I v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn ‰ of dimension
p2pn´ 1q ˆ nq with columns v2, . . . , vn P tI, II, III, IV,´I,´II,´III,´IVu.
Set n modn “ n, which gives modn : NÑ t1, . . . , nu;
Initialise A “ ∅ to be a set of matrices;
Initialise i “ 0 as counter of the elements in A ;
for j “ 1, . . . , pn´ 1q8 take the matrix C j P C do
define n matrices Ak of dimension pnˆ n´ 1q by
Ak :“
$’&’%
akk,l “ cl,k if 1 ď l ď n´ 1
akpk`l´n`1qmodn, 2n´l´1 “ cl,k if n ď l ď 2pn´ 1q
akk,l “ 0 otherwise
;
Set up the linear equation system EpC jq with n ¨ pn´ 1q equations where each
equation is obtained by setting the entries akm,l, 1 ď k ď n equal;
if EpC jq has no solution then
set C :“ C zC j;
else
compute the solution σpEpC jqq of EpCq;
if there is a permutation of the variables of σpEpCqq to an element ofS then
set C :“ C zC j;
else
set i :“ i` 1;
generate Ai “ řnk“1 Ak by choosing the variables according to σpEpC jqq;




breaking the algorithm for page break
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InitialiseB “ ∅ to be a set of matrices;
for i “ 1, . . . , |A | do
let N be the number of variables in Ai;
generate the set W of all pN ´ 1q2 combinations p`, c2, . . . , cNq with
c2, . . . , cN P t´,`u;
for j “ 1, . . . , pN ´ 1q2 take the vector w j P W do
generate the matrix B j by assigning w j to the variables of Ai;
generate the set of matricesB j by applying the functions
Rx,Ry, S yz,Rx ˝ Ry,Rx ˝ S yz,Ry ˝ S yz,Rx ˝ Ry ˝ S yz and all their
compositions with T r, 0 ď r ď n´ 1 to the matrix B j;
if B j XB , ∅ then
discard B j;
else
construct the closure of the braid which corresponds to B j;
if the link is split then
discard B j;
else
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3.2 Resulting structures and their properties
3.2.1 The list of braids and their examination
Algorithm 3.1.2 has been implemented and the lists for braids that describe the repeating units
of 1-dimensional coordination polymers have been generated for up to n “ 8 strands. In this
section, the resulting structures for up to five strands are presented both in the form of their braid
matrices and as pictures. (The lists for braids with more strands are computed but not drawn
because of their high number and decreasing crystallographic relevance.) The links in Figure 3.8
are the closures of the braids and the small graph in the upper-right of each braid is its linking
graph (as introduced in Remark 3.5). It is constructed by adding a vertex for each component of
the braid closure and adding an edge between two vertices if the corresponding components are
nontrivially linked. The linking graph has been read off automatically from the list of matrices.
In addition to the drawings, the braid matrices are given together with the configurations of the
strands (as in Remark 3.2) and the symmetries of the braids (as in Remark 3.3). Furthermore, the
chirality of the single strands independent from the braids as well as the chirality of the entire
braids are determined.
The procedure can easily be generalised to predict structures with higher crossing number by
using the set of strand configurations from (3.5) instead of (3.4) as outlined in Remark 3.6. Here,
we present the 3-strand braids with up to 4-multiplicity. Higher multiplicities of 3-strand braids
as well as higher multiplicities of braids with more strands have been generated. Since they
appear in huge numbers and are chemically less relevant due to their more complex structures,
we abstain from their presentation. All known real 1-dimensional braided coordination polymers
have structures that are predicted by Algorithm 3.1.2. The number of different structures with
minimal crossing number in the periodic unit of the braid (i.e. the braids of 1-multiplicity) are
the following:
1-strand braids : 1 (trivial)
2-strand braids : 1
3-strand braids : 2
4-strand braids : 15
5-strand braids : 6
6-strand braids : 78
7-strand braids : 20
8-strand braids : ă 1384 (computed already but not checked for split links)
Lemma 3.9 which is stated and proved below, gives the sequence of the numbers of braids with
odd strand numbers depending on the strand number as well as a lower bound for the number of
even strand braids. To prove Lemma 3.9, we first show in Lemma 3.7 that odd strand number
braids have a particular appearance which is of interest in its own (Remark 3.8).
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Lemma 3.7. Let B be a n-strand braid, n odd, that results from Algorithm 3.1.2. Let B be the
braid matrix corresponding to B. Then, all elements of the j-th column b j, 1 ď j ď n´ 1 of B
are equal. I.e., B has one sign per column.
Proof. Denote the elements of the braid matrix B by bi, j, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď n´ 1
and work modulo n: b1, j “ bn`1, j. Choose the first column b1 of B and assume
that it has entries of both signs to construct a contradiction. By construction, the
pair pbi´1,1, bi,1q of consecutive entries corresponds to crossings of the i-th strand si.
Since every strand is in one of eight configurations (3.4), pbi´1,1, bi,1q P C with
C :“ tpβn, α1q, pαn, β1q, pα1, βnq, pβ1, αnq, p´βn,´α1q, p´αn,´β1q, p´α1,´βnq, p´β1,´αnqu.
It follows that pb1,n´1, bi`1,n´1q P C. By assumption, b1 has crossings of both signs. By the
periodicity of the braid (i.e. by working modulo n), the number of pairs pbi´1,1, bi,1q with
bi´1,1 , bi,1 must be even. From this it follows together with n being odd that there exists an odd
number of pairs pbi´1,1, bi,1q, i , 1 with bi´1,1 “ bi,1. Again, pbi´1,1, bi,1q P C by construction
and therefore pbi´1,1, bi,1q P tpαn, β1q, pβ1, αnq, p´αn,´β1q, p´β1,´αnqu. It follows that
column bn´1 has an even number of pairs pbi´1,n´1, bi,n´1q with entries of the same sign and an
odd number of such pairs of consecutive entries with different signs. This is not possible while
working modulo n, n being an odd number.
The argument for the remaining columns is similar, considering the pair of columns
pb j, bn´1´ jq, j ď n´12 together with the pairs of crossings pbi´1, j, bi, jq and pbi´1,n´1´ j, bi,n´1´ jq
described by the configurations of the corresponding strands. 
Remark 3.8. It follows directly from Lemma 3.7 that all strands of a braid with odd strand
number that results from Algorithm 3.1.2 are related by translation. If the strands of such a braid
are chiral, only one enantiomer can occur given the translational relation between the strands.
Furthermore, since a braid that has a column with only one sign does neither permit S xy nor S yz,
the braids with odd strand number are achiral if and only if they permit S xz. This is the case if
and only if the columns j and n´ j , 1 ď j ď n´ j2 have opposite signs.
Lemma 3.9. The number of braids with odd strand number n that result from Algorithm 3.1.2
is 2n´3 ` 2 n´32 . This is the sequence a´1 “ 1, ak “ 2k ¨ p1` 2kq, k ě 0.
The braids with even strand number n ą 2 have more than 2n´2 ´ 12 2n´3 solutions.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, each column of matrices corresponding to the braids with odd strand
number that result from Algorithm 3.1.2, has entries of one sign only. The algorithm produces
all such matrices that have positive first columns. This gives 2n´2 combinations for the choices
of signs for the second to last columns. Let A, B, A˜, B˜ be such matrices. The algorithm keeps
only one of the matrices that are related to each other by the symmetry relations described in
(3.3). Two matrices A and B are related to each other by rotation around the z-axis if the signs of
the i-th column ai of A and pn´ iq-th column bn´i of B are the same. Furthermore, two matrices
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A˜ and B˜ are related to each other by rotation around the z-axis combined with a reflection at the
yz-plane if the signs of the i-th column a˜i of A˜ and pn´ iq-th column b˜n´i of B˜ are different.
Therefore, for any pairs pA, Bq and pA˜, B˜q, B and B˜ can be discarded unless A “ B or A˜ “ ´B˜
which is the case for 2
n´1











` 2 n´12 ´1loomoon
ai“an´i, a˜i“´a˜n´i
“ 2n´3 ` 2 n´32
combinations of signs that lead to different matrices that have one sign per column.
By a very similar argument, it can be seen that there are 2n´2 ´ 12 2n´3 braids with even strand
number that have one sign per column. But since there are braids with an even number of strands
that have a column with more that one sign, the above formula holds as a (not realised) lower
bound for the number of braids with even strand number n. 















Figure 3.8: The braids resulting from Algorithm 3.1.2 of 1-multiplicity with up to five strands
together with their linking graphs. Each braid is drawn twice: the first allows an easy
detection of the symmetries by eye and the second corresponds to the braid matrix.
The links are the closures of the braids.
The results are presented as braid matrices below. The order is the same as in Figure 3.8.
The matrix given after each braid matrix gives the configurations of the single strands (as in
Remark 3.2). The pi, jq-th entry of the second matrix is set to 1 if the strand si is in the config-
uration written above the j-th column and is set to 0 otherwise. The third matrix describes the
symmetries of the whole braid (as in Remark 3.3). The pi, jq-th entry of the third matrix is set to
1 whenever the i-th translation of the braid matrix equals the matrix that is given by applying the
function named above the j-th column to the braid matrix and is set to 0 otherwise. If k is the
smallest number such that the k-th row equals the 1st row, the periodic unit of the entire braid
(without distinguishing strands) is given by the first k rows of the braid matrix. Therefore only





« I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
ff
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
ı
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I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
fiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy









I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
fiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
s2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
s3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
s4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
s3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
s4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
T 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
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I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
« Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
s2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
s3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
s4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
T 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
s3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
« Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
ı
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I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
T 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
« Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
ff
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I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
T 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
T 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
T 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0










I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
« Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
ff
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I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
« Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0




´ ` ´ `
´ ` ´ `
´ ` ´ `
´ ` ´ `
fiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s4 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s5 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy




´ ´ ` `
´ ´ ` `
´ ´ ` `
´ ´ ` `
fiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s4 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s5 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
ı
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»————–
5.3
´ ` ´ ´
´ ` ´ ´
´ ` ´ ´
´ ` ´ ´
fiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s4 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
s5 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy




´ ` ` ´
´ ` ` ´
´ ` ` ´
´ ` ` ´
fiffiffiffiffifl
»————–
I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy




´ ` ` `
´ ` ` `
´ ` ` `
´ ` ` `
fiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy




´ ´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´ ´
fiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
I II III IV ´I ´II´III´IV
s1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
” Id Rx S yz Rz Ry S xz S xy
T 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
ı
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Comparing the predicted braids with real structures
All known real structures of braided 1-dimensional coordination polymers are included in the
list above. The typical and most frequently occurring 1-dimensional coordination polymers are
helices (braids 2, 3.2, 4.6, 5.6). For all n, the n-helix is obtained by Algorithm 3.1.2. The first
coordination polymer in the form of the double helix (braid 2) was observed in 1983 [18]. Since
then many more have been found as well as several triple helical coordination networks [11]. Be-
side the 2- and 3-strand helices, 4-, 5-, and 7-strand helices have been reported ([33], [17], [36]).
So far, there are three real non-helical 1-dimensional coordination polymers known. The braid
whose closure is the Borromean link (braid 3.1) was synthesised in 2005, 2006 and 2011 in dif-
ferent polymers [34], [62]. The second known non-helical structure corresponds to the 5-strand
braid 5.2 which has been synthesised as substructural braid of a 3-dimensional entanglement
in 2012 [62]. The third known non-helical structure is the 2-multiplicity Borromean 3-strand
braid 3.2.1 (drawn in Figure3.9) [62]. Although the embedding of this polymer has another pro-
jection which shows it in the standard form of braid 3.1, crystallographers list braid 3.2.1 as a
structure different from braid 3.1.
Remark 3.10 (Braids with discrete linking graph). The braids whose linking graphs do not con-
tain any edges have closures in which no pair of components is nontrivially linked. The braids
3.1, 4.1, 5.1 and 5.2 have this property. The closure of braid 3.1 is Brunnian, i.e. no pair of com-
ponents is nontrivially linked but if any of the components is removed, the braid splits. Braid 4.1
is not Brunnian since it splits if the first or last strand is removed but becomes braid 3.1 if the
second or third strand is deleted. Braids 5.1 and 5.2 do not split if any of their strands is removed.
This can be seen by an irreducibility argument by using Corollary 1.54 similar to Example 1.55.
Remark 3.11 (Chemical likelihood of the structures). The structures that are most likely to be
realised as new coordination polymers are the ones with small strand numbers and whose all
strands are related by translation. Furthermore, it is to expect that preferences will be given to
structures that allow a realisation with high symmetry and few changes between under- and over-
crossings. One measurement of complexity is given by the minimal number of ‘crystallographic
orbits’ of a braid. The smaller the number of orbits, the more likely the braid is to occur as real
structure. This discussion is consistent with the observation of braid 5.2 in a real structure: This
braid can be realised with one orbit only and all strands are related by translation. To define the
crystallographic orbits of a braid realisation, consider a picewise linear realisation of it (as the
ones given in Section 3.2.3). The points that belong to two different line segments are called
vertices. Let G denote the symmetry group of the entire braid (which might permute strands
nontrivially). We define the orbits of vertices by saying that the vertex v and the vertex w are in
the same orbit if there exists an element g P G such that v “ gpwq.
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In addition, coordination polymers are required to have transitive polymeric chains, i.e. for
any pair of strands si, s j in the braid, there exists an element g of the symmetry group G such
that si “ gps jq (compare Definition 3.12). The only non-strand transitive structures in our lists
are the braids 4.1 and 4.2. Therefore, braid 4.1 and braid 4.2 are highly unlikely to be found as
real structures.
Chirality.
The (a)chirality of the single strands and of the entire braids are given below (compare
Remarks 3.2, 3.3). Note that the (a)chirality of the single strands and the whole braid are
independent from one another. In addition to giving the (a)chirality of the single strands and
the whole braids, the tables show whether the braid includes both enantiomers in the case that
the strands are chiral. The last column indicates whether all strands of a braid are related by
translations. This is the case if and only if the braid matrix has one sign per column.
2 strands strand chiral both enantiomers braid chiral strands translated
2 chiral one chiral yes
3 strands strand chiral both enantiomers braid chiral strands translated
3.1 achiral — achiral yes
3.2 chiral one chiral yes
4 strands strand chiral both enantiomers braid chiral strands translated
4.1 achiral — achiral no
4.2 chiral both achiral no
4.3 chiral both achiral no
4.4 achiral — chiral no
4.5 chiral both achiral no
4.6 chiral one chiral yes
4.7 chiral one chiral yes
4.8 chiral one chiral yes
4.9 chiral one chiral no
4.10 chiral one chiral no
4.11 chiral one chiral no
4.12 chiral one chiral no
4.13 chiral one chiral no
4.14 chiral one chiral no
4.15 chiral one chiral no
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5 strands strand chiral both enantiomers braid chiral strands translated
5.1 achiral — achiral yes
5.2 achiral — achiral yes
5.3 achiral — chiral yes
5.4 chiral one chiral yes
5.5 chiral one chiral yes
5.6 chiral one chiral yes
Braids with higher multiplicities.
The remaining part of this section considers 3-strand braids with up to 4-multiplicity. (For
the definition, compare Remark 3.6.) The braids are presented as drawings in Figures 3.9 and
Figure 3.10. Afterwards the corresponding braid matrices are given.
For 1-multiplicity the two possible structures are the Borromean link and the torus link as
given already. Taking two consecutive periodic units of a 1-multiplicity braid as new periodic
unit yields a 2-multiplicity braid. However, the corresponding infinite braids are the same and
therefore we discard these 2-multiplicity solutions. (The situation is illustrated in Figure 3.9,
bottom.) In general, all resulting braids of m-multiplicity that consist of several copies of
m˜-multiplicity solutions, m˜ ă m are not considered as new structures. In this sense, there exist
no 3-strand braids of 3-multiplicity and two 2-multiplicity 3-strand braids (Figure 3.9). How-
ever, the 2-multiplicity braids are topologically not new since they are ambient isotopic to the
1-multiplicity solutions. The transformations are illustrated in Figure 3.9. It is even possible
to give an embedding of a braid that projects to both 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 depending on whether the
projection plane is the xz-plane or the yz-plane. Coordinates of such a realisation of braid 3.1.1
(=3.1) are given in Section 3.2.3. The only braid of multiplicity greater than one that is known
as real structure is braid 3.2.1. Although the polymer itself has a projection which shows it as
braid 3.1.1, chemists have reported it as braid 3.2.1 and consider it as a new structure [62].
It is interesting to classify the braids of higher multiplicity with respect to their topological
type: As just noted, braid 3.1.1 and braid 3.2.1 are topologically identical. The 4-multiplicity
braids 3.4.2, 3.4.8 and 3.4.10 permit an ambient isotopy to braid 3.1.1 just as well. Similarly,
the braids 3.1.2, 3.2.2, 3.4.6 and 3.4.14 are topologically equivalent; they all close to the torus
link T p3, 3q. There is neither an ambient isotopy from braid 3.4.7 to braid 3.1.1 nor to braid 3.1.2.
In this sense, it is a new topological structure. However, braid 3.4.7 is ambient isotopic to two
consecutive periodic units of braid 3.1.1 (which is indicated by ‘Borromean (2)’ in Figure 3.10).
Similarly, braid 3.4.9 is ambient isotopic to three periodic units of braid 3.1.1. From braid 3.4.11
exists an ambient isotopy to two periodic units of braid 3.2.2; i.e. braid 3.4.11 closes to the torus
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link T p3, 6q. (A possible ambient isotopy is illustrated in Figure 3.10, bottom right.) Five
topolgically new links occur as closures of the other 4-multiplicity 3-strand braids of which one
(New Link 3, braid 3.3.3 and braid 3.4.13) appears twice.
Note that there are ambient isotopies from the presentations of the braids in Figure 3.10
to other realisations of the same braids that fulfil the original assumptions (3.1.1) but have
smaller crossing number. Figure 3.10, bottom right illustrates such a realisation for braid 3.4.11.
However, such configurations seem chemically less likely. Also, higher than 2-multiplicities
and multiplicities of braids with more than three strands are chemically rather exotic structures.
Therefore no more results for higher cases are presented here. Nevertheless, they are easily
obtained by running Algorithm 3.1.2 using the strands from (3.5). For 3-strand braids with








» » » » » » »
not considered
as new multiplicity 2:
not considered
as new multiplicity 2:
Figure 3.9: The 3-strand braids of 1-multiplicity and 2-multiplicity.
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4 multiplicity
New Link 1 Borromean New Link 2 New Link 3
New Link 4 Torus Borromean (2) Borromean
Borromean (3) Borromean Torus (2) New Link 5
New Link 3 Torus
3.4.1 3.4.2 3.4.3 3.4.4
3.4.5 3.4.6 3.4.7 3.4.8





Figure 3.10: The 4-multiplicity 3-strand braids.
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3.2.2 Symmetries of the braids
In this section, symmetry is presented in a form that is relevant for crystallography. The group
of interest is the group G describing the crystallographic relevant symmetries of the entire braid.
These are rotations, continuous and discrete screw rotations (with respect to the braid axis), glide
reflections, i.e reflections with a (possibly trivial) translation along the braid axis, and transla-
tions along the braid axis. Combinations of translations and rotations around axes different from
the braid axis are not considered. Furthermore, the subgroup H 6 G which contains the sym-
metries that induce a map from a single strand onto itself is of interest. Another difference to
(most of) the previous sections is that here the periodic unit of the braid is determined without
distinguishing the strands; for example, braid 4.10 has a periodic unit in this new sense which is
half as long as the periodic unit of braid 4.4.
Note that the symmetries of a single strand as in 3.5 are not necessarily induced by an action
on the entire braid and are not to be confused with the subgroup. They are not considered in the
crystallographic symmetry description of the braids. However, it might be important to know
the single strand symmetries for synthesising the structures as coordination polymers since they
describe how the single molecules are building up the whole structure.
There is a notion to describe the crystallographic groups by ‘coloured group theory’ whose
basic definitions are introduced now. Please refer to [46] for a detailed introduction.
Definition 3.12. A design is a partition of a geometric object into regions. Assume that a design
has symmetry group G. Add a finite number of colours c1, . . . , cn to regions of the design. This
gives a colouring, i.e. a design to which colours are assigned to.
G is a colour group if @g P G, c P tc1, . . . , cnu D c˜ P tc1, . . . , cnu s.t. gpcq “ c˜.
G ě Hc :“ tg|gpcq “ cu is the subgroup of G consisting of all symmetries that map c onto itself.
A transitive colouring is a colouring so that @ci, c j i, j P t1, . . . , nu Dg P G s.t. gpciq “ gpc jq.
In general, regions of a design can stay uncoloured in a colouring. In our case the designs
are braids, the regions are strands and every strand is coloured with a different colour, i.e. the
strands are distinguished. Chemically interesting are the transitive cases.
Example 3.13. Figure 3.11 shows a design coloured with three colours on the left. The geomet-
ric object is a stripe in R2. The regions have the forms of unicorns and the colouring assigns one
out of three colours to each unicorn. The symmetry group G of this coloured design is generated
by the glide reflection g “ S xzT 1 which maps a red unicorn from the left to the next blue unicorn
on the right of the design. H is generated by the element g3 “ pS xzT 1q3. The symmetry of the
braid is given by the same group description. Here, the geometric object is the braid, the regions
are the single strands and the colouring assigns a different colour to each strand.
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Figure 3.11: A coloured design inspired by Escher No 78 that has the same symme-
try as braid 3.1. G generated by reflection˝translation, H generated by
(reflection˝translation)3. The colouring is transitive.
Following, the coloured groups of the braids that result from Algorithm 3.1.2 are determined.
G and H are given by the generators and their particular action (i.e. (slide) reflections, rotations,
translations). This implicitly determines the group relations. They are not stated since it is more
natural to translate directly from the given presentation into the crystallographic notions. The
symmetries of the braids realised as in the representations given in Figure 3.8 can mainly be
read off from the matrices in Section 3.2.1.
The group generators:
Ra = 2-fold rotation around the a-axis, a P tx, y, zu
S ab = reflection in the pa, bq-plane, a P tx, yu, b P tzu
T n = discrete translation along the braid axis (z-axis)
where n is the translational length divided by the distance of consecutive strands
RzT n = 2-fold rotation around the z-axis combined with the discrete translation T n along
the braid axis where n denotes the distance between two consecutive strands
S abT n = glide reflection in the pa, bq-plane, a P tx, yu, b P tzu
(i.e. a reflection together with the discrete translation T n along braid axis)
S rwz = continuous screw rotation around the braid axis
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2-strand braids G generators H generators
1 double helix pS rwzT 1q pS rwzT 2q
3-strand braids G generators H generators
1 Borromean pS xzT 0.5q; Ry pS xzT 0.5q3; Ry
2 triple helix pS rwzT 1q pS rwzT 2q
4-strand braids G generators H generators
1 not transitive pS xzT 2q; Ry pS xzT 2q
2 not transitive pS yzT 2q; Rx pS yzT 2q2
3 pS xzT 1q; Ry pS xzT 1q4; Ry
4 Ry; Rz; T 4 T 4
5 pS yzT 1q; Rz pRzT 2q
6 quadruple helix pS rwzT 1q pS rwzT 4q
7 Ry; T 1 Ry; T 4
8 Ry; Rz; T 1 Ry; pRzT 2q
9 Ry; Rz; T 4 T 4
10 Ry; Rz; T 2 pRzT 2q
11 Ry; Rz; T 4 T 4
12 Ry; Rz; T 4 T 4
13 Ry; Rz; T 4 T 4
14 Ry; T 2 T 4
15 Ry; T 2 T 4
5-strand braids G generators H generators
1 Ry; pS xzT 0.5q Ry; pS xzT 0.5q5
2 Ry; pS xzT 0.5q Ry; pS xzT 0.5q5
3 Ry; T 1 Ry; T 5
4 Ry; pRzT 0.5q Ry; pRzT 0.5q5
5 Ry; T 1 Ry; T 5
6 quintuple helix pS rwzT 1q pS rwzT 5q
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3.2.3 Coordinates
This section presents coordinates that realise the 1-multiplicity braids with up to five strands. (In
some cases the coordinates realise the mirror images of the braids from Figure 3.8.) The coordi-
nates are directly readable as systre files by the software package TOPOS [8]. The figures have
been generated using TOPOS. The name consists of the number of the braid as given in Sec-
tion 3.2 and the number of orbits (as defined in Remark 3.11) used in the particular realisation.
The group name is the crystallographic description of the symmetry group of the realisation.
Not all sets of coordinates realise the highest possible symmetry and minimal orbit number. The
figures show cut-outs of the infinite braids that contain at least one periodic unit of the braids
respecting the colouring of the strands.
crystal
name 3.1 1 orbit
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P2/c
atom 1 2 0.16667 0.83333 0.00000
edge 1 0.8333 0.1667 1.0000
edge 1 0.8333 0.8333 -0.5000
end
Figure 3.12: The above coordinates realise both braid 3.1 and braid 3.1.2. This can be seen by
this figure which shows the projections to the xz-plane and yz-plane.
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crystal
name 3.2 1 orbit
cell 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P2221
atom 1 2 0.20000 0.2000 0.00000
edge 1 0.8000 0.5000 - 0.5000
edge 1 0.2000 0.8000 1.0000
end
crystal
name 4.3 2 orbits
cell 5.0000 5.0000 2.5000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P12/c1
atom 1 2 0.60000 0.30000 0.25000
edge 1 1.4000 0.3000 0.2500
edge 1 1.2000 -0.3000 -0.7500
atom 2 2 0.80000 0.70000 0.25000
edge 2 1.2000 0.7000 0.2500
edge 2 1.4000 1.3000 -0.7500
end
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crystal
name 4.4 3 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 4.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.75000 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.3750 0.1250 0.2500
edge 1 0.3750 0.1250 -0.5000
atom 2 2 0.37500 0.12500 0.25000
edge 2 0.7500 0.8750 0.0000
edge 2 0.3750 0.1250 0.5000
atom 3 2 0.37500 0.12500 0.50000
edge 3 0.7500 0.8750 1.0000
edge 3 0.3750 0.1250 0.2500
end
crystal
name 4.5 2 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 4.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group Pcc2
atom 1 2 0.25000 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.1250 0.7500 -0.2500
edge 1 0.8750 0.2500 0.7500
atom 2 2 0.87500 0.25000 0.75000
edge 2 0.7500 0.1250 1.0000
edge 2 0.2500 0.8750 0.0000
end
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crystal
name 4 .6 1 orbit
cell 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P422
atom 1 2 0.50000 0.25000 0.00000
edge 1 0.2500 0.5000 -1.0000
edge 1 0.7500 0.5000 1.0000
end
crystal
name 4.7 2 orbits
cell 5.0000 5.0000 1.2500 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P121
atom 1 2 0.20000 0.70000 0.00000
edge 1 -0.2000 0.7000 0.0000
edge 1 -0.4000 1.3000 2.0000
atom 2 2 0.40000 0.30000 0.00000
edge 2 -0.2000 -0.3000 2.0000
edge 2 -0.4000 0.3000 0.0000
end
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crystal
name 4.8 2 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.90000 0.90000 0.00000
edge 1 0.2500 0.5000 0.5000
edge 1 0.1000 0.9000 -1.0000
atom 2 2 0.25000 0.50000 0.50000
edge 2 0.9000 0.9000 0.0000
edge 2 0.9000 0.1000 1.0000
end
crystal
name 4.9 5 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 8.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.90000 0.90000 0.00000
edge 1 0.1000 0.5000 0.1250
edge 1 0.1000 0.9000 -0.2500
atom 2 2 0.10000 0.50000 0.12500
edge 2 0.9000 0.9000 0.0000
edge 2 0.9000 0.1000 0.2500
atom 3 2 0.90000 0.10000 0.25000
edge 3 0.1000 0.5000 0.1250
edge 3 0.1000 0.1000 0.5000
atom 4 2 0.10000 0.10000 0.50000
edge 4 0.9000 0.1000 0.2500
edge 4 0.1000 0.9000 0.7500
atom 5 2 0.10000 0.90000 0.75000
edge 5 0.9000 0.9000 1.0000
edge 5 0.1000 0.1000 0.5000
end
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crystal
name 4.10 2 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.25000 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.1250 0.7500 -0.6000
edge 1 0.8750 0.2500 0.4000
atom 2 2 0.87500 0.25000 0.40000
edge 2 0.7500 0.1250 1.0000
edge 2 0.2500 0.8750 0.0000
end
crystal
name 4.11 3 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 8.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.37500 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.3750 0.1250 -0.5000
edge 1 0.7500 0.1250 0.2500
atom 2 2 0.75000 0.12500 0.25000
edge 2 0.3750 0.8750 0.0000
edge 2 0.3750 0.1250 0.5000
atom 3 2 0.37500 0.12500 0.50000
edge 3 0.3750 0.8750 1.0000
edge 3 0.7500 0.1250 0.2500
end
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crystal
name 4.12 4 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 8.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.25000 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.7500 0.8750 -0.2500
edge 1 0.7500 0.5000 0.1250
atom 2 2 0.75000 0.50000 0.12500
edge 2 0.2500 0.8750 0.0000
edge 2 0.1000 0.1250 0.5000
atom 3 2 0.10000 0.12500 0.50000
edge 3 0.7500 0.5000 0.1250
edge 3 0.7500 0.8750 0.7500
atom 4 2 0.75000 0.87500 0.75000
edge 4 0.2500 0.8750 1.0000
edge 4 0.1000 0.1250 0.5000
end
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crystal
name 4.13 4 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 4.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P222
atom 1 2 0.75000 0.90000 0.00000
edge 1 0.1000 0.9000 -0.2500
edge 1 0.2500 0.5000 0.1250
atom 2 2 0.25000 0.50000 0.12500
edge 2 0.7500 0.9000 0.0000
edge 2 0.7500 0.1000 0.5000
atom 3 2 0.75000 0.10000 0.50000
edge 3 0.2500 0.5000 0.1250
edge 3 0.1000 0.9000 0.7500
atom 4 2 0.10000 0.90000 0.75000
edge 4 0.7500 0.9000 1.0000
edge 4 0.7500 0.1000 0.5000
end
crystal
name 4.14 3 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 4.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P121
atom 1 2 0.37500 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.3750 0.1250 -1.0000
edge 1 0.7500 0.1250 0.5000
atom 2 2 0.75000 0.12500 0.50000
edge 2 0.3750 0.8750 0.0000
edge 2 0.3750 0.1250 1.0000
atom 3 2 0.37500 0.12500 0.00000
edge 3 0.3750 0.8750 1.0000
edge 3 0.7500 0.1250 -0.5000
end
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crystal
name 4.15 4 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 4.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P121
atom 1 2 0.25000 0.87500 0.00000
edge 1 0.7500 0.8750 -0.5000
edge 1 0.7500 0.5000 0.2500
atom 2 2 0.75000 0.50000 0.25000
edge 2 0.2500 0.8750 0.0000
edge 2 -0.1500 0.1250 1.0000
atom 3 2 0.85000 0.12500 0.00000
edge 3 1.7500 0.5000 -0.7500
edge 3 1.7500 0.8750 0.5000
atom 4 2 0.75000 0.87500 0.50000
edge 4 0.2500 0.8750 1.0000
edge 4 -0.1500 0.1250 0.0000
end
crystal
name 5.1 2 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P2/c
atom 1 2 0.10000 0.90000 0.25000
edge 1 0.7500 0.7500 0.7500
edge 1 0.9000 0.9000 -0.7500
atom 2 2 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000
edge 2 0.7500 0.7500 -0.2500
edge 2 0.9000 0.1000 0.7500
end
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crystal
name 5.2 1 orbit
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P2/c
atom 1 2 0.10000 0.90000 0.00000
edge 1 0.9000 0.1000 2.0000
edge 1 0.9000 0.9000 -0.5000
end
crystal
name 5.3 3 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P121
atom 1 2 0.30000 0.90000 0.25000
edge 1 0.7000 0.9000 -0.2500
edge 1 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000
atom 2 2 0.60000 0.60000 0.00000
edge 2 0.3000 0.9000 -0.7500
edge 2 0.2000 0.1000 1.2500
atom 3 2 0.20000 0.10000 0.25000
edge 3 0.6000 0.6000 -1.0000
edge 3 0.8000 0.1000 0.7500
end
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crystal
name 5.4 2 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P2221
atom 1 2 0.33333 0.83333 0.50000
edge 1 0.6667 0.8333 0.0000
edge 1 0.8333 0.5000 1.5000
atom 2 2 0.83333 0.50000 0.50000
edge 2 0.3333 0.8333 -0.5000
edge 2 0.3333 0.1667 1.5000
end
crystal
name 5.5 2 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P121
atom 1 2 0.40000 0.90000 0.25000
edge 1 0.8000 0.1000 2.2500
edge 1 0.6000 0.9000 -0.2500
atom 2 2 0.80000 0.10000 0.25000
edge 2 0.4000 0.9000 -1.7500
edge 2 0.2000 0.1000 0.7500
end
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crystal
name 5.6 4 orbits
cell 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P2
atom 1 2 0.50000 0.83333 0.00000
edge 1 0.8333 0.5000 -1.2500
edge 1 0.1667 0.5000 1.2500
atom 2 2 0.16667 0.50000 0.25000
edge 2 0.5000 0.8333 -1.0000
edge 2 0.5000 0.1667 1.5000
atom 3 2 0.50000 0.16667 0.50000
edge 3 0.1667 0.5000 -0.7500
edge 3 0.8333 0.5000 1.7500
atom 4 2 0.83333 0.50000 0.75000
edge 4 0.5000 0.8333 2.0000
edge 4 0.5000 0.1667 -0.5000
end
The next coordinates determine a realisation of the braid whose closure is the 3-chain braid.
This braid does not fulfil Assumption (3.1.1,iii) as the magenta strand is different from the two
yellow strands. Consequently, it is not predicted by Algorithm 3.1.2. The observation that
both the 3-strand braid whose closure is the torus link T p3, 1q and the 3-strand braid that closes
to the Borromean link occur as real structures while the braid whose closure is the 3-chain
braid was never observed, has motivated the question which started the project of predicting all
mathematically possible braided structures of 1-dimensional coordination polymers.
crystal
name 3-chain realised as braid with different strands
cell 1.0000 1.0000 8.0000 90.000 90.000 90.000
group P1
atom 1 2 0.25000 0.50000 0.25000
edge 1 0.7500 0.5000 -0.2500
edge 1 0.7500 0.7500 0.3750
coordinates continue on next page
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atom 2 2 0.75000 0.75000 0.37500
edge 2 0.2500 0.5000 0.2500
edge 2 70.2500 0.7500 0.6250
atom 3 2 0.25000 0.75000 0.62500
edge 3 0.7500 0.7500 0.3750
edge 3 0.7500 0.5000 0.7500
atom 4 2 0.75000 0.50000 0.75000
edge 4 0.2500 0.5000 1.2500
edge 4 0.2500 0.7500 0.6250
atom 5 2 0.75000 0.50000 0.00000
edge 5 0.5000 0.8750 -0.2500
edge 5 0.5000 0.8750 0.2500
atom 6 2 0.50000 0.87500 0.25000
edge 6 0.7500 0.5000 0.0000
edge 6 0.2500 0.5000 0.5000
atom 7 2 0.25000 0.50000 0.50000
edge 7 0.5000 0.8750 0.2500
edge 7 0.5000 0.8750 0.7500
atom 8 2 0.50000 0.87500 0.75000
edge 8 0.7500 0.5000 1.0000
edge 8 0.2500 0.5000 0.5000
atom 9 2 0.25000 0.75000 0.12500
edge 9 0.7500 0.7500 -0.1250
edge 9 0.7500 0.5000 0.2500
atom 10 2 0.75000 0.50000 0.25000
edge 10 0.2500 0.7500 0.1250
edge 10 0.2500 0.5000 0.7500
atom 11 2 0.25000 0.50000 0.75000
edge 11 0.7500 0.5000 0.2500
edge 11 0.7500 0.7500 0.8750
atom 12 2 0.75000 0.75000 0.87500
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